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DICK Mt:RRIWl:LL'S TRUST:
OR,

Friendshiµ True and Tried.
By BURT L. STANDISH

CHAPTER I.
THE

PICTURE IN

THE

LOCKET.

Dick was m his room after the hard-fought game
with the Trojan A. A. eleven, an athletic team regarded as far above the class of the cadets.
It had been a wonderful game. Dick's enemies
said it was won by a fluke, for in the last minutes of
the game, after the' ball had been kept almost con3tantly in F ardale's territory, Did< managed to get
through with it, dodge or bowl over tackler after
I

tackler, reach the Trojans' thirty-five yard line, and
from there he kicked a goal, the only scoring done in

small gold locket, which was
bit of paper had been tucked
it from closing.
,, drew a breath of relief
smile lighted his fine face.
"I was afraid you'd close up
again," he murmured.

He

,

wrapped in paper. A
into the locket to keep
when he saw it, and a
and I couldn't open you

Then he opened the locket and gazed on the tiny
.
pictured face of a strik;ngly handsome girl.
"June Arlington!" he said, softly. "And she was
the witch! She was my mascot to-clay, for she sat in
the grand stand, although I did not see her until just
after I made that run and kicked the e-oal. · I She was.
there all th~ time-she was watching me. If I believed in such a thing, I'd be sure she gave me luck
to-day, for never before in all my life have I seemed
to h3Te such luck in detecting tricks, stopping pbys
~

the game.
Having taken a shower, a rub and dressed, Dick hurried to his room. The moment he was alone with the
door closed behind him, he took from his pocket a
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and in keeping the fellows fighting against a superior
team."
For, althoug·h Fardale had won, Dick felt that, in
many ways, the Trojans were st~perior. The cadets
had won by their nerve, courage and staying qualities.
Had the Trojans possessed the ·same spirit, they would
have taken the game with ease.
A long time Dick looked at the pictured face, studying it searchingly. It was a i1igh-bred, aristocratic
face, and yet in it there was girlish innocence and
charm, and the eyes seemed hiding a spirit of mischief
that sought to break forth, yet which would not be in
keeping with her dignity.
Something about June Arlington attracted Dick
strangely. He felt that she was a most remarkable
girl. Yet she was the sister of his bitterest enemy at
Fardale.
Chester Arlington hated Dick with an intensity that
was not equalled by another one of young Merriwell's
enemies. And Chester was the most powerful ene~y
that had risen against Dick at the school, for he had
money and could buy friendship and win influence in
various ways. Besides, although the son of a rich
man, although a smoker of cigarettes, although secretly
dissipated, he was a chap with determination and no
small amount of brains.
Such was tl\e brother of June Arlington.
Dick wondered not a little how it happened that she
was in Fardale. Two weeks before she had left the
town in company with her mother, who had come there
because she was not satisfied with the reception her
son had obtained at the academy. Mrs. Arlington had
heard from Chester many things about
, Dick Merri.
"ell which convinced her that Dick was a low-bred
young ruffian who ran things with a high hand at the
school, and she came with the determjnation of bringing about a change in short order.
'
But the lady's visit to Professor Gunn, to whom she
had ma~e hQr complaint, had lx..oen very unsatisfactory.
The professor had coolly told her that young Merriwell was one of the most exemplary and best-behaved
lads at the academy, besides being highly intelligent,
b6ght aa<l e general favorit@.

"Of course, he has some eneinies," said the . professor. "I have found that every successful person
in this world makes enemies.
Petty and envi~ms
minds grow jealous and bitter because oi the success
of another. I have had cause to investigate several
complaints ~gainst Richard Merriwell, and in every
instance I have found that jealousy and envy were behind those complaints. Now, madam, you have confessed that you know absolutely nothing about the lad
save what you have heard from your son; and I think
you had better get proof of his misdeeds if you wish
me to do anything about them. I shall require undisputed evidence, and if I find the 'evidence has been
manufactured to harm young Merriwell I shall see that
the manufacturers are properly punished. That is all.
f
If you wish to remove your son from the school, as
you have said you would be compelled to do in case
Merriwell is not reprimanded and punished, you are
at liberty to do so, but I advise you iiot to be too
hasty."
Mrs. Arlington departed vowing she would take
Chester out of the school at once. June knew it was
useless to attempt to influence her mother when the
lady was in such a temper, so she waited; but when the
opportunity presented, she urged that Chester be left
in the school and given an opportunity to show that he
was superior in every way to Dick M erriwell.
Chester, himself, wanted to stay.
He objected
strongly to leaving Fardale.
"I want to snow that fellow Merri well up!" he ex-·
claimed.
His mother advised him to have nothi1~g whatever
to do with the lad in question.
"You are in every way his superior," said she.
"You have position in the world, birth, breeding and
wealth. Do not lo\ver yourself by having any dealings
with this young monster."
She went away in great displeasure, and June accompanied her. .
Yet here was J unc , back again in Fardale. ·w hat
was the explanation of it?
Dick sat by the wind<iw and gazed at the picture in
•.he locket in r.~1€.nce. The excitermnt o.f the football

8
game was forgotten. He was not even disturbed by
the sound of cheering benea~h his window.
Outside the cadets were rejoicing. They were telling one another of the remarkable work accomplished
by their team against a heavier, older and more experienced eleven.
They were ~peaking of Di~'s
cleverness · in getting through the line, in dodging,
bowliri.g over tacklers and in kicking a goal from the
field.
Dick's nemies were put to confusion.
Arlington
had gathered his money and placed it in the hands of
a Fardale saloon-keeper to bet that the cadets would
not score on the Trojans. And to his money had been
added the small amount Fred Stark could muster.
Both were "broke." Stark was worse than "broke,"
for he had believed the assurance of Chester that Fardale had not the least show in the world and had
borrowed money to bet.

off the field, and that's enough. They've made plenty
of fuss over me to-day. I object to anything more."·
"Great tarantulas!" exclaimed Brad, in disgust.
"And you won't give 'em a chance to whoop a little?
.You won't make a speech?"
"No speech. Let them whoop as much as they like.
I won't stop 'em."
"Well, you' re the limit!" growled the Texan, flinging himself on a chair. "If I had such a chance I'd
spread myself; but you don't seem to care a rap whether
you're made a fuss over or not."
~HAPTER
DICK

AND

II.

BRAD ..

Dick laughed.
"What's the use?" he said. "We were lucky to
win that game, and--"
"Lttck !" shouted Buckhart.
"Who calls it luck?
Dick had proven his ability in m<Mrnging the team.
I opine that we gave those galoots a red hot fight, and
Abe Gorman had asserted when he resigned from the
we won out by pluck-:-and your good work. You
management that the team would go "into the hole".
hear me whisper!"
handsomely in short order. But now, according to
"Well," confessed Dick, "it did take sand, that's
the agreement with the disgusted Trojans, Fardale
right. Some of the fellows were pretty badly used up.
took almost every dollar of the gate money. Had the
The Trojans roughed it in earnest the last of the
Trojans kept the academy boys from scoring and
game."
scored themselves, they would have carried off eighty
"They're a lot of sluggers! Why, I got slammed
per cent. of the gate money.
and punched till I was mighty near out of the game
Gorman was silenced, and he kept out of sight. once. It ~vas a fight, and we won! Whoop I We're
Thus far he had refrained from joining Dick's enethe bo~!"
mies, but over and over he told himself that he must
Dick enjoyed Brad's enthusiasm. The Texan was a
do something to keep Merriwell from having things loud talker, but he was not selfish, and he· was always
his own way. What he would do or could ~ he willing to give others credit ~hen they deserved it; but
did not know.
above everything and every one Brad admired Dick ancl
Dick was looking at the picture in the locket when swore by him.
there came a brisk step outside . his door and Brad
Suddenly the Westerner gave a start and thrust a
Buckhart came bursting into the room.
hand into his pocket.
"Well, dern my hoofs!" exclaimed the Texan.
"Great snakes!" he ejaculated. "I came near for"Here you are, cooped up by yourself, and the gang getting something. Say, pard, you can't guess who is
outside wondering what has become of you! They're here-who was right in the grand stand to-day!"
just dying to give you the grand whoopee I Come on,
"Well, if I can't guess I see no reason in trying."
pard!"
"It was that old hen's white chicken."
"Hold on," objected Dick. ".They would lug me
"Old hen?"
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"I reckoned you would. Don't know as I blame
"Yes; Ches Arlington's mother, I mean. It was
Arlington's sister. That's ·on the level, partner; she you. But. you want to l?ok out."
"\Vhy ?"
was there. I saw her just getting into a carriage to
"Oh, there are lots of reasons," said Brad, a twinkle
dropnear
came
I
and
too,
go away. She saw me,
ping when she up and gave me the nod. Fact! Think in his eyes. "Chester is one of them."
"Another?"
of it! She bowed to me, and that after I gave her·
"The old hen. But there is another."
mother a call down one time, which same I told you
"\Vhat's that?"
about. I opine the white chicken isn't such a snob as
"A little girl by the name of Doris."
her brother, and she don't seem to take .after the old
For an instant it seemed that a cloud ca!Y'e to Dick's
hen."
"You should be more respectful, Brad," said Dick. face, but he banished it with a laugh."
who was smiling, however.
"I don't think I shall worry about any of your rea"Respectful! vVho to? Not to that young purp ! sons," he said. "I do not count Chester in i.t at all,
Not to the old hen!"
and Mrs. Arlington is not in Fardale."
"I didn't know a hen had 'purps.' I was thinking
"But Miss Templeton is."
of Miss Arlington."
"That's all right. This is to be merely a frien<llY.
Brad whistled.
call, and even Doris could not object."
called
She
you.
of
"And I opine she was thinkwg
Say, pard, you know Doris has
"Couldn't she!
me up to the carriage, and then what do you s:.tppose been pretty well .smashed on you, and--"
she did?"
"We have been good friends, and we will remain
"I told you I was a poor guesser."
such."
"Well, she asked me if I didn't room with you.
"Oh, you may-and then again, you may not," said
When I allowed I did, she took out her cardcase and
Buckhart, in a knowing way. "If she finds you are
wrote her address in town under her name. She wrote
so greatly interested. in Miss June Arlington, she may
something on the back of the card, too. And she
give you the frigid agitation-in other words, the cold
asked me would I deliver it to you. Here it is."
shake. Doris is a fine girl, Dick, and--"
1-Ie held out the card, which Dick took, not without
"Why, Brad, you talk as if you thought her my girl I
some eagerness, which the keen eyes of the Texan
'lle're simply very good friends, I tell you. What do
noted.
· you take me for? I'm sixteen. Do fellows of my
On the back of the card was written:
age usually get tied up to any girl?"
"Congratulations! It was grand! Please call this
"\Ve-el," drawled Brad, "not usually, but--"
you.
tell
eight.
to
about
evening
Have something
"}'here are 110 buts in my case," declared Dick,
"THE WITCH."

Dick flushed.
"Of course I'm no rubber," said Brad; "I didn't even
peep at what she wrote; but say, pard, I allow you've
got her cold."
"I don't mind having you know what she wrote,"
and Dick passed the card back to Brad.
"Knew it!" exclaimed Buckhart. "\i\fhat will you
do?"
"Call."

promptly. "I like Doris Templeton; I think she is a
splendid girl--"
"You bet your b?Dts she is !"
"But I'm not thinking of entangling myself with
any girl yet a while, you may be sure. I have sense
enough to know it would be silly of me."
"Then look out."
"For what?"
"June Arlington."
"Not the slightest danger. Her brother is my bit-
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ter· enemy, her mother <lislike3 and detests me, while
"How did you get it open r'
she---"
"It came open of its own ~ccord. I ·wore it in the
"Is plqmb smashed on you, pard. Oh, l know it! game to-day:, as the 'witch' requested. - \Vhen the
I'm no donkey, even i£ I do bray a whole lot. Why game was almost finished I happened to feel fo~ it to
shouldn't she .be? You saved her from being torn discover if it was safe. It was open. I drew it out
and chewed by old Quimby' s dogs and--"
and glanced at it. Then I learned the secret of the
"She's more than made that even."
witch."
"How?".
"vVell, dern my hoofs!" exclaimed Brad. "What
"At John Snodd's mask party she saved me from was· in it?"
a ' worse fate."
"Look."
"What?" cried the Texan, astonished. "She~she
Dick handed the locket to the Texan, who gazed
-was she there?"
with interest on the tiny picture of the strikingly at"Yes."
tractive girl.
"You don't say it, pard? Vl/hy, I didn't .know!"
"That settles it!" he finally exclaimed. "Partner,
"Nor I-until to-day. It was she who warned me you want to go mighty slow."
that three of my enemies had planned to knock me out.
"\Vhat's the matter?"
One of them was to grasp my hand and cut my flesh
"A girl like that don't give a fellow her picture in a
with a poison ring. The poison wo'uld m<1.ke my hand locket for nothing.
I ·knew I was right.
She's
and arm swell and become painful, and I would 'be . smashed on you, Dick, and you'll sure get into a mess
. compelled to give up football for this season, at least. with her if you don't look out."
1'Then I'll do my best to look out, Brad," laughed
She discovered the plot and--"
'
"Great horn toads 1 Do you mean that she was Dick. "Don't worry about m'e."
the witch you told. me about-the one who gave you
"All right," said the Texan, resignedly. ' "Mind
the locket you could .not open?"
I'm not saying anything against this girl, but she's got
Dick nodded.
some · fine old relatives-I don't think! A · girl with
"She was the witch, Brad. Of course, one of those · such a mother and brother must have a high-faluting
three fine chaps was her brother Chester."
streak in her somewhere, and it's bound to crop out
"Well, now you want to soak that <luffer 1 Pard, sooner or later, mark that. She may make you more
it's up to you to give it to him good and hard! He trouble than all the rest of her family combined."
and that snake, Bunol, ought to be nm out of this
"I'll take chances on that," said Dick, still 'laughing;.
sohool, and you are the one to run them out. Do it!"
"Perhaps I may," said Dick, grimly. . "I'm tired of
CHAPTER III.
these plots to knock me out. It's getting monotonDICK CALLS ON JUNE.
ous."
"Step into the parlor, please," said the maid who
"That's whatever!
I opine I'd reared up, on my
hind legs long ago if I'd been you. It's your turn to answered his ring when Dick called that evening at the
address given ·on June Arlington's card. "Miss Arrear~ partner."
Dick glanced at the open lockef, which he st'ill held lington will be down very so~::m."
in his hand. Brad noticed it for the first time and
In a few moments Dick heard light footsteps on
started.
the stairs, and then June entered the room. The light
"Why, what's that?" he asked, quickly. "Is it the of the chandelier showed him a strikingly attractive
locket-open ?"
girl who was most tastily dressed for the occasion and
'·
"That's what it is."
who was smiling a little as she advanced to meet him.

'
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He noted instantly her poise, her perfect self-possession
and her air of refinement and good breeding. Despite
her years, for she was not over sixteen, she had the
atmosphere of a lady.
"Mr. Merriwell," she said, giving him her hand, "I
was not perfectly sure you would come."
"Indeed!" said Dick. "Did you fancy I would be
so rude?"
"Well, I thought it might' not be convenient, and
there wa~ the possibility ·that you had another engagement," she smiled. "But then there was the possibility
that · you might get curious and wish me to explain
the mystery of the locket given you by the 'witch.'"
"I have already solved that mystery," he said.
"Indeed?"
"Yes. See."
_He exhibited the locket, which was still open, a bit
of paper keeping it from closing.
"I must compliment you on your cleverness in finding the way to open it."
"I deserve no compliment. It happened quite by
accident." He explained how the locket came open.
"And you made that splendid run directly after you
saw my picture in the locket?"
"Yes."
"Then I was your mascot! Then I did bring you
luck!"
"I think you did."
"I'm so glad. Please sit( down. Oh, that was a
splendid game to win! And you fought so hard for
it! I was afraid those big fellows would beat you."
"It was the hardest game we have played this season. The Trojans were too heavy for us."
"But you won! O~, I was longing to see you win!
It was such a terrible set-back for them. They exSo did lots of
pected the game would be'- easy.
others."
"I knew it was generally believed that we had very
iittle chance. Tbat made some of the boys fight all
the harder."
"But you were the one who won the game! I
could hear you talking to yot:r men and encouraging

them. Once you looked right up at me, and I waved
my little flag at you; but I don't think you saw me."
"I di.dn't-not till after I had kicked that goal."
"But I think I deserve some credit for that game.
I told you I would be your mascot. I gave you a
charm--"
"And since it is open I have found it a thousand
times more charming," said Dick.
This did not disturb her, though it was possible that
a bit of added color came to her cheek:'
"I'll take it back now," she said, holding out her
hand.
"Would you be so heartless?" exclaimed Dick, as if
amazed.
"So lteartless ?"
"Yes."
"vVhy, I--"
"You would rob me of my charm, expose me to
deadly peril, leave me without protection."
"Oh, you know well enough that the charm did not
really give you any protection. That wa.s simply, a
part of our jesting that night when I played the witch
and you were the Spanish cavalier."
"But no harm has befallen me since, and you will
not deny that I was in danger. Perhaps I have come
to believe in the charm. If you were my mascot today, when you are gone the charm will remain, and my
luck continue unbroken. Under the circumstances, I
am sure you will not deprive me of it."
She bit her lip a moment.
"It was foolish of me to give it to .you," she said.
"But I did not think you would get it open, and I had
nothing else to give at the moment. I will take the
picture from it, and then you may keep the charm."
"The charm would be gone!" declared Dick. "I
must keep it, picture'and all, just as it is. If you deprive me of it something may happen to me this very
night. Then you will be sorry."
"\Nhat can I do?" she exclaimed. "You will think
me a silly girl to give you my picture. And truly I
did not mean for you to keep it!"
"I shall not think you a silly girl," asserted Dick.
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"Far from it. I have met plenty of silly girls in my
time, hut you are not included in the list, Miss Ar ling-·
ton."
They were very dignified in their. manner of addressing : each other. In fact, Dick had found in
June Arlington a reserve that caused him to keep
constantly on his dignity.

sorry you think I could do such a thing as you have
intimated. I am not a fellow to boast of conquests
and 'mashes.' If there is anything I detest it is a
masher."
"Still you showed my picture!"
"To my roommate."
And Dick fully explained
how he happened to show it to Brad Buckhart.
"I was so happy over the discovery of the picture,"
he said, "that I sho,wed it .to him without thinking
of any harm. I am awfully sorry, Miss Arlington.
Had I paused to think, I would not have done it for
anything."
\

"Mr. Merriwell, if I let you retain that locK:et, you
must make me tw<? _promises."
"What are they?"
"Will you make them?"
Dick rashly answered, "Yes." · He fancied an expression of satisfaction flitted over her face at the
word, as if she h<+d triumphed and won something
she very much desired.
"In the first place," she said, slowly, "you must
promise neve~, ne~er to show the picture in the locket
to a Jiv,i!1g soul."
.D ick could .not hide his confusion, which she instantly detected.
l.

~· . - -

. "Why do you hesitate?" she asked, haughtily. "You
said you would promise.''
"I know, but first I must make a confession."
"A confession?"
"Ye~."

"What confession?"
"I have shown the picture already."
She.~prang up, her face flushing .and an. angry light
corning to her eyes'.
"You-you showed it?" Her voice was har.d and
cold.
,
"Yes. I beg your £orgiveness, Miss Arlington; !;mt
I could not promise never to show it to a soul when I
had done so alrea?y."
-

'

I

'

\.

. "And-.I thoug:ht you different!" she sa·id, with a
tou~h of scorn.
"I presume you made haste .t o display itto a crowd of your chums, telling them how you
had made a 'mash' on me! Oh,_ I was silly to let you
have it at all! I deserve to be laughed at by your
friends!"
Dick rose:
"You are quite mistaken," he said, gravely. ._"1 am

'

"I presume he's a fellow who will go round telling
all about it," she _said, slowly. "I remember him. He
is loud-mouthed and rather uncouth."
?
"Mannerisms he assumes. ·Naturally he is highspirited, but he assumes that swagger and talk. because the boys at the ~cademy. are impressed by it and
think it natural with him. But I assure you that Brad
Buckhart can be as close-mouthed as any one living,
and there is not the least danger that he will talk of
anything I ask him not to speak about. He is a true
and tried friend."
June sat down, motioning for Dick to do so. She
tapped the floor with her shapely foot, and there was
a slight frown . on her face.
' '

- ·'

"It is plain that I am to blame," she finally said.
"But if you are certain of your friend, we'll let it pass.
I have another promise for you to .make."

.Dick waited. He felt that he had been indiscreet in
agre.eing too hastily to promise anything she asked,
but t:JOW he was determined. to keep his pledge.
"It is not a pleasant matter to speak of," -said the
girl; . "but ~ the best of feelings do not exist between
'
.
you and.my brother. Mother was satisfied, when here,
that you were entirely to blame for this, but I could not
forget what you did for me when those terrible dogs
attacked me. I was not i>atisfied, and I_ asked leave
t.o come hack here for the purpose of finding out the
truth. Mother consented if I would stay with the~.e
friends of my father, who live here in. Fardale. , This
W<.fS .arranged, and I came. l did not ~t my brother

•
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know I was coming, and after I arrived I kept very
quiet. That was how I was able to attend the masquerade at Mr. St\odd's witJiout even Chester knowing
I was within Hundreds of miles."
"And that was why I could not penetrate the dis-

scornfully. "I am surprised at you, June! I didn\
think you would really have anything to do with such
a low-bred fellow. \ Vhat will mother say to this when
she hears of it."
June was pale, also, but there was a look of defiance

guise of the 'witch,' " smiled Dick.
"'What I discovered that night," June continu~d,
"satisfied me that my brother has fallen in with some
·1ery bad company. I am to see him here to-morrow,
and I shall tell him what I think. But again I want
you to promise me that you will not harm Chester.
He may do some things that would cause hiin to be expelled from school if they were known, but that would
hurt mother terribly. I want you to promise that you

in her face.
"It is you who have forced me to it, Chester!" she

will not expose him."
Dick was · fairly caught.

He saw there was no way

to get out of it.
"I have given my word that I would promise," he
r;aid, "and I do so. But I shall look out for myself.
If he attacks me in a manner that' I can retaliate I
shall defend myself."
"Of course," she nodded. "But I hope he will listen to reason when I see him."
"I hope so myself," said Dick.
And then, happening to glance toward a window
where the sharie was not closely drawn at the bottom,
he saw the face of Chester Arlington outside.

CHAPTER IV.
AN

•

ENRAGED

BROTHER.

Not a word did Dick say concerning the discovery
he had made. Arlington quickly drew back from the
window and disappeared.
"He's spying on me!" thought Dick. "I'll bave to
keep my eyes open for him."
But if he expected Chester to wait outside he soon
discovered that the fellow had no idea of doing so.
There came 'a sharp ring at the bell. \Vhen the maid
went to the door Arlington pushed past her and walked
into the parlor. His face was pale and his eyes flashing.
"So I have caught you, Merri well!" he exclaimed,

exclaimed.
"I?" he retorted, with curling lips. "vVell, I like
that! I should like to know how !',.
"By your actions. If you are not careful you will
disgrace yourself and your family!"
This made Chester Arlington terribly angry.
"\Vhat rot!" he cried. "You have been listening
to lies. told you by this cheap duffer! That's what's
the matter! You believe what he has told you! I
didn't think it of my sister! I didn't think you would

g~ back on me that way!"
"I have not gone back on you, and--"
"Oh, I know! I'm not a fool, June l It is you who
are likely to disgrace the family·
"I?"
"Yes, you! Who would think you would have anything to do with a fellow like this! He's not fit for
you to wipe your feet on, and yet you let him call on
you here!"
Dick felt his rage rising hot and fierce within him,
and he longed to strike Arlington on his insulting
mouth. It was no small effort to hold himself in restraint.
Arlington turned on Dick.
"Get out of here!" he cried, contemptuously. "And
don't you dare ever speak to my sister again! · If you

do--"
"Chester!" cried the girl.
"I shall speak to Miss Arlington wheneveli she sees
fit to recognize me," said Dick, his voice not quite
steady. "And I shali get out of here when I am satisfied from her mann~r that she wishes me to go."
"Oh-ho!" exclaimed Chester. "Then I'll have to
look out for my sister and throw you out!" .
"I wouldn't advise you to try it," said · Dick, with
sudden calmness.
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June caught her brother by the arm.
"Please don't, Chester!" she entreated.
He flung her off rudely.
"I'll do exactly what my father would do if he were
" here," he asserted. "It's my duty."
Dick expected the furious fell ow would attack him
immediately, but June placed herself between them
and pleaded with her brother, about whom she cast her
arms.
"Think of the disgrace!" she urged. "In a small
place like this it will be talked of. If you have any
respect for me--"
"It's well for him that you protect him!'' asserted
Arlington.
Dick could not repress a sligi1t laugh Gf contempt,
and he longed to ask Chester if he remembered how
several personal encounters between them had resulted;
but this he would not do in the presence of June, who
was in great distress.
"If he chose he could have you expelled from the
academy, Chester," said June.

"Has he b~en telling you such stuff? Well, it's a
lie!"
"It's the truth!"
"You believe it? Why, what have I done that he
could hurt me? Tell me one thing I have done!"
"I know all about the poison ring," said June.
''You were going to injure him so he could not play
football, and that just because you did not get onto
the team."
For a moment Chester was thunderstruck.
did she know about the ring?

How

'"Whyt poison ring?" he finally asked, with forced
derision. "What are you talking about?"
"Oh, I know everything! I was at the ma1>k party,
and I heard your plot with Miguel Bunol and Fred
Stark. I warned Di<;k Merriwell."
"You-you were there?"
"Yes."
"I can't believe it."
"I was the witch."
He remembered the
Chester was taken aback.

g

witch at the party, remembered she had avoided him,
refusing to speak to him; but never~ for a moment had
he suspected she was his own sister.
"Well, you have been carrying on, haven't you!" he
"\;vhat will mother say when I
finally exclaimed.
write her of your actions?"
"You'll write nothing about them."
"Won't I?"
"No, indeed."
"I'd like to know why not."
"Because if. you do I shall tell her just what I
learned at the party. I shall tell her how you planned
with two other fellows to poison Dick Merriwell."
"She wouldn't believe it."
"She will believe it if I tell her face to face that I
know it-that I saw you and heard your plot."
"Well, I didn't think you would go back on me this
way, June!" he finally said.
"You forced me to it. And now I want to tell you,
Chester, that I am ashamed and mortified by your conduct. You must stop it. Mr. Merriwell has acted
like a gentleman, and--"
He interrupted her with a harsh, sneering laugh.
"Every silly girl seems to get the same idea of him,"
he said. "It's perfectly amazing! Oh, he is great at
getting the girls broken up over him! He boasts of
it; he tells all his friends about how they run after
He'll be telling that about you to-morrow.
hiril.
That will be fine! Think of it! They will be joking
at school about his mash on my sister. Some fools
will try to guy .me about it. And I'll have to ·stand
that! Who will be disgracing the family then?"
"Miss Arlington," said Dick, "I assure you that
not a word of this is tme."
"Oh, so I lie, do I?" snarled Chester, as he made
spring for Dick.

:i

Dick did not move, but he was ready.
June, however, caught her brother by the arm and
held him tenaciously, begging:
"Please go, Mr. Merriwell-for my sake! Please!"
"Very well," said Dick, although he longed to hit

'
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Arlington just once; "I'll "go. But don't worry.
Nothing I shall say or _do will cause you trouble."
T hen he walked out of the room and left the house.
. The change from the lighted room to the qarkness
outside blinded him, and he did not see four forms
crouching near the gate. As he pttssed through the
gate the four sprang upon him.

ultation coming over him. " Now we'll make this little affair far more interesting!"
Then he waded info therri.
"Stand up and take your medicii1e, you -fou r fine
rascals! Surely you are able to dovvn one chap whom
you have caught and pounced upon _in the dark! You
'1ave ever y advantage, and at least two- of you are
older and larger~ and you ~ho~1ld be strong_er. You
have planned to jump him, ·clown. h_im, beat him, kick
him and have a grand good time 'with' him. Don't let
CHAP TER V.
him spoil your plans now! It would be shameful to
THE FIGHT AT THE GATE:
have such a thing happen.
Dick was taken by surprise and was entirely unpreHis hands are fr~e. No one is holding him. Now
pared. But his fighting blood had been aroused, and is his chance to take to· his heels. Of course, he will
he was in a dangerous mood. He was struck in the try to run and get away from you.
face, one fellow lighted on his back; another tried to·
But Dick_ had no thought of running. With his
ho\d his arms, and the other two hit him several times. blood leaping, be pitched into his fou r assailants. The
"Soak him!" cried one. "It's our chance! Give it first one he. struck a blow that sent the fellow . reeling.
to him good and hard !"
Another came at him and struck at his ·head, but he
Dick managed to get one arm free.
Rteeling be- dodged the blow, caught the fellow round the waist
neath the ' weight on his back he struck out and hit and flung him ov~r the fence ihto the front yard.
one of his assailants.
Dick laughed. It was the same old Merriwell laugh
But their eyes were accustomed to the darkness out- in time of dai1ger. Frank Merriwell had laughed like
side, and they had the advantage.
He was struck that when aroused, and then it was that he was the
again and again, and it seemed that he would be beaten most dangerous.
down. This was the opportunity the four had longed
"W~lk right up, you s~1eaking c~rs !" be invited.
for, and they were determined to make the most of it.
"vValk right np and' get it! That's right!"
·But suddenly the shade at one of the parlor windows
He was. like a panther on his feet.
·when they
was nm up, so that the light shone out. June had
thought they had him cornered he slipped away, get-·
done thi5 in order that he· niight see. · Her picture in
ting in a tell ing lick or two. They tried to follow him.
the locket was with him. It was the charm that was
Tl~e handkerchief was torn from the face of one of
to give him luck.
them, and the fellow stopped to readjust it, his b!!ck
The light enabled Dick to see his assailants. They
toward the light. Dick pitched him onto his head in
had handkerchicf s tied over their faces to the eyes.
the dirt beyond the sidewalk.
"Hit him! hit him!;' snarled one, who s~emed to be
Out from the house ran Chester Arlington t~ join
the leader,
W ith a mighty effort, Dick flung off the fell'ows who them and give them aid. Dick laughed again as he ··
were trying to hold his arms. The iron fence was saw . the . fellow . come running down the v.:alk and
·
close behind him, ·and he flung hiin~e,lf backward upon through the gate. .
"I'm sorry," he said, "for your sister's sake, but 'f
it. Immediately a cry of pain came from the _chap
who had jumped on his back, and that fellow's hold re- ha've to look out for Number One."
laxed.
"That's better !" said Dick, grimly, a feeling. of ex-

He mei"Chester, who struck at him savagely. _ Dick
parried the blow and tried to counter, but Arling'to1;

•
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dodged. I They were at it in earnest for a moment,
but Dick got in his work at last, and Chester was
knocked against the fence so hard that he sank in a
limp heap at the foot.
This had given the others time to recover. Truth
to tell, they were on the verge of flight when Chester
joined them, but now they braced up and went at Dick
again.
Dick saw one of them, a cat-like fellow, lift something that gltttered in the light from the window.
Then young l'v1erriwell made a sidelong leap for his
very life, whirled instantly, caught the fellow's wrist
and hit him a terrible blow under the ear.
"Pull a knife on me, will you!" he palpitated.
"That's a dago trick!"
He hit the fellow again, at the same time letting go
of him, and down he went, the knife ringing on the
asphalt sidewalk.

"' was bowled over.
A s D ick stooped to pick it up he
A fellow juruped to land upon him, but over and over
Dick went, escaping in that manner. He was up like
a flash and came back.
"So you're not satisfied yet!" he exclaimed.
I shall try to give you all you want!"

"Well,

He did. Never in his life had he put up a more savage battle against odds. He astounded them.
A rlington dragged himself to his feet and watch.eel
for an opportunity. He fancied he saw it and sailed
m.
"So it's you again!" said Dick, as he met Chester.
Arlington struck Dick on the shoulder, but in return he got one on the chin that made his teeth rattle.
"Yah !" snarled Chester. "Get at him, vVo~ves !"
"So these are the Vlolves ?" exclaimed Dick. "I
tnought _a s much! A fine old gang, I must say! But
I refuse to be the sheep in this case!"
He knew he had been set upon by the Wolf Gang.
It was said at school that the gang had been broken up;
but here they were again seeking their prey.
Chester tried to circle round D ick and force him to
turn so some of the others could jump on him.• He
urged them on.

But Dick kept his wits about him, and the fight he
put up filled them with dismay, as well as astonishment.
All this happened swiftly, and but a few seconds
elapsed from the time the four had jumped on Dick
in the darkness until the first one took to his heels.
"No use, fellows I" he gasped, and fled into the darkness.
Chester cried out for him to come back.
"You coward!" he raged. "\Ve can do him up!
K eep at him, the rest of Y.OU !"
They did their best to obey. Dick, however, did
not seem to mind blows, and he kept after them, instead of giving them a chance to force him into a
corner. Never for a moment did he pause.
Chester was followiqg Dick up ready to strike, when
his wrist was grabbed, he. was jer~ed forward and
then Dick's knee struck him in the pit of the stomach,
knocking the wind out of him. He dropped in a gasping, groaning heap to the sidewalk.
" That will be about all from you," said Dick. "You
may keep quiet for the present."
Three of the \Volves remained.
They sought to
close in on Dick as he was disposing of Chester. One
of them g rabbed him by the shoulder and hit him a
blow that actually made young Merriw,ell reel.
But that blow seemed to make him fiercer still. He
came back with a spring and smashed the fellow right
between the eyes.
'Too bad I couldn't hit you harder!" he grated, as
he saw the fellow drop.
"It's no use!" declared one.
to fight!"

"He's the Old Nick

"And I'm up against some of the Old Nick'~ imps,"
said Dick, as he jumped for the speaker.
That fellow did not stop for anything more. With
a cry, he wheeled and followed the example of the first
one who had taken to flight.
\Vhen Dick turned . round one of the others was
helping to his feet the last one knocked down.
"Only two," laughed Dick. "vVhy, there don't
<1eem to be enough of you left to make it interesting."

12
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Tney h:esitated. Arlington wa·s down. Plainiy the
fight was over, and one undaunted lad had defeated
them all. It was disgraceful, but it couldn't be helped.
And then, just as the man of the house, a lamp in his
hand, and June Arlington, white and trembling, behind him, appeared in the door the last two fled.
"What's the matter?" asked the astonished man
with the light. "What's going on out here?"
Dick stooped and lifted Chester Arlington, carrying
him toward the house.
•
"There were several masked rascals here outside the
gate," he said. "I fear Arlington has been injured in
the encounter; but the rtlffians have taken flight."
"Tramps!" 'exclaiqi.ed the man. "They're getting
too thick round he'te, and something must be done
about it at once."
"I agree with you," said Dick. "If you will take
care of Miss Arlington's brother, I'll notify the town
authorities at once."
•
CHAPTER VI.
A

DECEIVING

TONGU>..

Dick was not inclined to spend time in explanations.
He had no intention of answering the many questions
of the man. Having received a grateful look from
June, he turned Chester over to them and lost not a
moment in getting away.
"vVell, that was a lively time!" he muttered, as he
walked along. "I take it I'll bear a few marks of
that scrap to-morrow, and I rather think there will be
others. Arlington put up the job on me. He got that
gang together and had them lay for me when I came
out. But I fancy he ·got used up about as much as
anybody. The whelp who tried to use a knife was
Miguel Bunol. It's the trick of a Spaniard!"
He came to a fountain where horses were watered,
and there he bathed his face, applying the cool water
to his bruises. At the same time he was meditating
on the best course to pursue.· He had said he would
notify t11e authorities, ttnd he could not easily avoid
doing that without being called oh for explanatiot1s.
So, knowing where the village consta.ble lived, he
went to the house, knocked and told how four "unknown ruffians" had attacked him. Without saying
so, he made it seem th:it Arlitigton had been injured
when · he ran out of the house to give Dick assistance
in his battle with the ruffians.

The vi1lage constable was also of tne opinion that
they must be tramps.
"Them rascals are gettin' powerful thick and bold
round here," he said; "but this is the fust time I've
knowed of their attackin' anybody like that. I'll arrest ev'ry s'picious character I can find in the mornin',
an' Judge Miller will send them to the county jail.
Vve'll see if we can't stop this nuisance right away. I
hope ye ain't hurt none?"
· "None to speak of," said Dick; "but ' it's a case of
luck that I wasn't."
Aftenvard he wondered if it was luck. It did seem
remarkable that he had escaped so easily after Leing set
on in such a manner by four fellows.
Then he thought of the "charm" given him by
~June.
Surely fortune seemed with him while that was
in his possession.
"Great horn spoon!" exclaimed Buckhart, looking up
from the book he was cotming and staring at Dick as
the latter entered their room at the academy. "What
have you been up agai nst. You've got a lump on your
cheek, and your lip ".ts bleeding in the comer. Don't
tell me you have been in a scrimmage and I not on
hand to witness the sport!
That would break my
heart! It would, I know!"
Dick told what had happened that evening, and the
Texan grew very excited as he listened.
"Great horn spoon!" he shouted. "And I wasn't
there to get into the racket! Say, but I do have hard
luck, pard !"
"But I seem to be having good luck," said Dick.
"The witch's charm is working."
"Dick, you don't suppose she knew all the ·time tl7at
those diggers were going to be there?"
"Well, I guess not!" exclaimed Dick. "She's not
that kind of a girl, Brad.''
"I'm glad you think so, but it's plain you're hit
worse than ever. I'm afraid Doris is out of the race."
This caused Dick to frown.
"Don't j oke about her, Brad. And I wartt you to
make me a promise."
"Sure, pard, I'll do it."
"You are to say nothing about the locket and the
picture-you are not to mention it to any one."
Brad grinned in an aggravating manner.
"It's worse than I thought," he said, winking knowingly. "Oh, I won't say a word. But I see all kinds
of trouble ahead for you if you fool round that girl.
.You'll have the old hen in your hair, and little Chester
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-the dear, sweet boy !-will try to make things in.
teresting."
nothing," said Dick,
say
to
you
"I shall depend on
as he again bathed his face in cold water. "As for
these bruises, I was in a slugging football game to-day,
which will explain them very nicelx."
That night Dick dreamed of two girls, one with sad,
reproachful brown eyes, the other with a proud, aristocratic face; but the sad eyes smote him to the heart
and made his rest troubled and broken.
The next day was Sunday. \i\Then the cadets attended service in the morning· it was noted that Chester Arlington had a beautiful bbck eye, and .many
wondered how he received it.
Later, however, Dick found that Arlington had willingly permitted the report to be spread abroad that he
had gone to young Merriwell's assi,tance when the latter was attacked by tramps.
Monday morning Dick received a note from June,
telling him how much she regretted what had taken
place and how pleased she was to kn6w he had not been
seriously injured by the cowardly attack upon him.
"It was remarkable,'' she wrote, "that you were able
to win ·against such odds. I believe my 'charm' must
have given you good luck again . . I wish you to wear
it ~onstantly, for somehow I have a foolish notion that
it protects yon from harm, as well as gives you luck."
Dick was in excellent spirits after reading this.
"Oh, I'll wear it!" he murmured. "She need not
worry about that." .
When Di.ck investigated the condition of the various
football players he was dismayed to find that Shannock
had an ankle so badly sprained that he could not take
part in practice, Dare was in bed and might not get
out for several days, and Kent had his arm in a sling.
Thus three of the line men were quite done up, and it
seemed that all three might not get back into the game
for two weeks.
"And next Saturday we play Hudsonville!" exclaimed Dick, as the boys gathered about him in the
gym. "We can't let those fe!Jo·ws clown us!"
Big Bob grunted.
"If you play the kind of a game against them that
you did last year, yon won't need any help," he said.
"It was that game that put you solid. You came out
in a running suit and set everybody to wondering
what \\"as doing. Then you hurdled the line, ran the
It was
l~ngth of the field ancl mack a touchdmvn,
here."
seen
ever
the most sensational thing

"We play them in Hudsonville this year."
"Yes."
"They will make a terrible struggle to take the game
at home. We can't afford to go against them weak-·
ened· in any way."
"Oh, we want to give them the game!" said Ted
Smart. "What's the use in winning I I just love to
see the other side walk off with a game now and then!"
" 'Ow is that?" asked Billy Bradley,' gravely. "Hi
don't think you have a very good man to 'ave hon the
team if you want to see it beaten hat hall."
Smart g-rinned.
"You're such an astute chap, Sir William!" he exclaimed. "I believe you could see a hole in a ladder
if you looked real hard."
"Hi don't think it would be very 'ard to see a 'ale
in a ladder," said Billy.
"It might-for you."
"I want all the substitutes out this afternoo~1," said
Dick. "We will give them plenty of practice, while
the regular play,ers can take it easy."
So the substitutes swarmed out to practice when the
time came, for it was known that there would be several vacancies on the team in the next game, and there
were many who hoped to fill those positions.
Chester Arlington, wearing a disgusted expression,
\':atched the practice from the extremity of the field.
"The poor fools!" he muttered. "This is the time
they could show Merriwell up by leaving him with a
· crippled team."
'
in football rig entered the gate and was
A fellow
passing him when Chester called:
"Gardner."
Earl Gardner paused. Chester motioned for him
to approach.
"Look here, Gardner," said Arlington, "are you
going to let any one use you as a tool?"
"Not if I know it," was Earl's promptl answer.
"What do you mean?" .
"You're in my class, and you know we have not been
given a fair i;how in this football deal. With the exception of Tubbs, you are the only one among· us who
has permitted himself to be fooled by Merriwell."
"Well, I don't
"Fooled?" exclaimed Earl.
think--"
"\Vait," said Chester. "You played football before you came to Far<lale ?"
"Yes."
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"You expected to make the team when you came
here?" ,
"I hoped to."
"And the only reason why you were not taken on
was because you did not happen to be one of Merri.well's particular set. You know there are fellows on
the team who never played the game before. How did
they get there? Merriwell put them on because they
were his friends, that's how."
"But he has told me he regards me as one of his
friends."
Arlington's lips curled.
"Taffy I" he sneered. "He did that so he could work
you as a tool. He knows you are a better man than
either Jolliby or Bradley, both pf whom were without
experience in football-you know it, too. Bradley and
Jolliby are regulars. You are only a sub. When
somebody is hurt, when they cannot get along without you, you are pulled into the game. You have
been given one or two chances becatrse they had to
do it. Yet you have made a better reco'rd so far, witn
the chances you have had,"than either Jolliby or Bradley. But they remain on the team, while you are
nothing but a sub. Do you think you are being used
square? Are you satisfied with that kind of treatment? If you are, you're not the kind of a chap I
take you to be."
"I may get. more of a show before the season is
over."
Chester laughed derisively.
"You're an easy mark, Gardner!" he declared. "I
didn't think it of you, for you don't look it."
Earl flushed, but Chester continued:
"Merriwell won't give you any better show than
he has to, you may be sure ef that. I suppose he told
you to be sure to come out to-day?"
"Yes."
"I thought so! That's because his team is crippled
and he could not get along without'. you. l heard
him say that. I heard him say he would have to put
you in, although he didn't want to do it. I heard
him say you had a swelled head already just because
you happened to carry the ball for a gain in one
game."
Gardner was an honest fellow who did not look
for lying and deceit in others.
"Who did he tell so?" he exclaimed, resentfully.
"I'm not going to bring another party into this,"

said Chester, with a lofty expression. "But he said
it."
"Well, I'll have to show him he is mistaken."
"That's not all he said."
Arlington saw his chance to work on Gardner, and
he quickly followed it up.
·
"He said you w~re conceited, and that you hung
round him trying to be friendly until it made him
sick."
"Did he say that?'' asked Earl, paling.
·"Sure thing."
Now Gardner had longed 'to ·be friendly with Dick,
and the thought that Dick should say such a thing cut
his sensitive soul.
"He needn't worry I" he exclaimed. "I'll not hang
round him any more!"
"That's right!" nodded Chester, in satisfaction.
"Don't let any fellow use you as a tool."
Gardner hesitated. The players were practicing, ·
and he longed- to join them.
"He wants you ro fill up the team for practice," said .
Chester; "but he has no idea of using you in another
game."
·'Did he say that, too?"
"He did," lied Dick's enemy.
"Well, he'll find I am not such a chump as he
thought!" exclaimed Gardner. "He can't work me
that \Vay! I'll take no part in practice. I'm going
back and get into my other clothes right away."
"That's where you are sensible, old man I" smiled
the deceiver, in his cleverest way. "Don't let him see
you at all. Don't let him know you came out."
"I won't!"
Gardner left the field, and Arlington laughed softly
to himself, muttering:
· "He's one of the best subs in the school, and I have
fixed him."

CHAPTER VII.
GETTING THE WORST OF IT.

"I thought I saw Gardner come in at the gate," said
Dick, as there , was a pause in practice. "\iVhere is
he?"
No one else claimed to have seen him.
Hal Darrell was staring strangely at something he
had just picked up from the ground.
"Who dropped this?" he asked, at last; holding up
a tiny gold locket.
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Dick saw it, and was startled. He felt for the
locket, discovering it was gone.
"I dropped it," he said, at or:ce, stepping forward.
. "Y9u ?" .said Hal, . incredt1lously .
.Then Dick saw, the locket was open and Hal had
I
been looking at the picture.
"Yes, I dropped it. I'll take i~."
"V,Thy: hO\v--"
Darrell checked himself, although he longed to ask
questions. He su~rendered th~ locket to Dick with
sorne reluctance, a puzzle? expression on his face.
1
Dick was sorry the ·locket had been dropped, but he
was far sorrier that Hal had seen the picture it contained.
A singular chang-e came over Darrell. He had insisted on taking part in the practice at the start, although Dick suggested that it migbt be well for him
to rest that day; but now he seemed to take no further
interest and he played with such indifference when
practice was resume.cl that Dick finally asked him to
.
lay off for,
. . t.he rest of the day.
"I'll have a word with him as soon as practice is
finished," thought Dick, "and ask him to say nothing
about the locket."
\Nhen practice was over, however, Hal had left the
ground. Dick was passing through the gate .when
Arlington came hurrying toward him, followed by
Hal.
-"I want a word with .you, Merr_iwell !" exclaimed
Gh<'lster, his face showing gr~t indignation.
Dick stopped and .they stepped aside. Hal stood at
a little distance.
. "I ,want that locket!" demanded Chester.
"What locket?" asked Dick.
. "Oh, don't give me any of that! You know what
locket! Darrell picked it· up on the field, and you
claimed it."
"Well?"
"I want it!"
"Do you?"
"Yes, and I am going to have it! What right
have yo,u to a picture of my sister-you?"
He ftltng all the scorn ·and contempt at his command
into that final "you." It was withering in its intensity, but Dick did not with'er before' it.
"We'll not discuss that at all," he said, with grim
quietness.
-~-"Then hand over the locket!"
"No."
...;

"You refuse?"
"I certainly do."
Had Chester dared, he would have attac]:<-ed Dick
then and there, but he had lean1ed his lesson well, and
knew better than to do an.ythfog of the sort.
"vVhere did you get it?" he snarled, quivering with
.
'";:tge.
"That is~ n0ne of your business."
"Oh, isn't it! You stole it! You're a thief!"
"Be careful~ Arlington, or I sball have to give you
an eye to match the one you have. I am not a fellow
who fancies being called such names."
"I believe you did steal it! I know my sister would
not let you have it! \Vby, you're not fit for Her to
wipe her feet on! ·I suppose you ·have bee~ showing
the picture to all your chums and laughing over it!
By the Lord Harry! you'll give it up or I'll shoot
you!"
Chester was almost frothing in his excitement and
rage, ~·bile Dick continued -q uite self-possessed. Darrell noted Arlitigtor'l's condition and drew nea~ 'quickly,
. taking him by the arri1, say1n.g:
"Don't make a scene here-for your &ister's sake.
Some of the · fellows are watohing."
Dick gave Hal a 'look.
"I hardly thought this ~ of yot.t, Darrell," he said.
"I didn't suppose you would seek to. stir up trouble.''
Hal was hot and quick. His face flushed; .and he
exclaimed:
"I haven't tried to make any ' trouble. I simply
mentioned .t o Arlington that you had claimed the.locket
I found on the field."
"And that makes it appear that you fancied I had no
·
··
right to it."
"It did seem rather si.n&"Ltlar~"
"'He has no · right to it!" put ii1 .Chester. "I'll find
a way to make him give it up~r kill him!" ·
Dick was angry, but Frank had taught him to gov~
ern his temper, and he 'did not forget the lesson now.
Darrell t: rg~d Cpe&h~r to ?rop tbei matte!', as a number of the cade.ts . had. gathered and were watching
them.
"All rigi1t/' s~icf . Arlington, through l!is teeth.
"But don't you · forget wbat I said, Merriwell-I'll
make yon give it up or kill yo~!"
Then he walked away with Darrell. ,
· #•
Buckhart came up.
"Whatevei was the disturbance, pard ?" he asked.
••I tlio~1ght that c11eap galoot was going to pit~h into

you, and I was waiting to see you do him up. What
was Darrell doing witb him?"
"I don't know. Darrell is acting very queer."
"Remember what I told you a while ago about
him?"
4• "What was
that?"
"He's struck on June Arlington sure as shooting.
Arlington introduced them."
"That's it!" Dick mentally exclaimed. "He was
angry because I had the locket containing her pictur.e."
Later Dick took Brad into his confidence, telling him
how Darrell had picked up the locket and seen the picture.
"And the galoot is sore," chuckled the Texan. "He
allows he's the one who ought to have the picture."
Dick regretted the whole affair very much, but he
felt that he was not to blame.
The very next day he received a letter from.June,
requesting, him to return the locket at once.
"As you are a gentleman," she wrote, "I shall expect you to send it back to me by the messenger who
brings you this."
"It's Arlington's work," said Dick. "He has told
her some sort of a lie. I'll .send it back, then I'll call
on her and find out how I have been misrepresented."
He wrote a brief note, enclosed the locket in an envelope, and permitted the boy to take it away.
That evening he called at the house where June was
stopping. But when the maid came to the door and
he asked for Miss Arlington he was told that she was
engaged and could not see him.
· Dick was pretty "sore" when he turned and passed
out through the gate. Just oqtside the gate he came
face to face with Chester Arlington and Hal Darrell.
Arlington laughed when he recognized Dick.
"Well," he said, sneeringly, "I presume you had a
pleasant call! I trust you enjoyed it!"
Dick ignored Chester, but stopped Hal.
"See here, Darrell," he said, "I thought we were
friends. If such is tl'!e case, I depend Q.t1 you to explain truthfully to Miss Arlington just how you came
to see that locket and the picture."
"Oh, yes, he'll explain!" said Chester. "Why, you
dropped it on purpose for somebody to pick it up! It
was a thin trick. You •had promised not to show it,
but you were determined it should be known at school
how favored you had been by my sister."
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"We've never been such great friends, Merriwell,"
said Darrell, coldly.
"But, at least, I took you for a square fellow. I
didn't suppose you would throw ye>ur worst enemy
down in an underhand way." ·
"I've not thrown y~u do•vn. I am not in any way
interested or concerned in your affairs."
Dick saw at once that it was useless to appeal to
Hal. Without another word, he passed on, Chester
Arlington's triumphant, scornful laugh ringing in his
ears.

CHAPTER VIII.
TROUBLE

ENOUGH.

Dick Merriwell had plenty of pride, and it did not
take him long to resolve to let matters take their course.
He felt that he would be making a mistake if he attempted to force himself upon June Arlington in otder to make an explanation. He might suffer another
snub, and snubs were something he could not endure.
So he turned his thoughts to his studies and to football. Not that he could entirely banish June from his
mind, but he felt that he would soon be able to dG so.
It seemed to him that she had not treated him fairly
in declining to hear his side of the story.
The football team soon gave him enough to think
about, for Darrell failed to come out on the following
day, sending word that he had decided to play . no
more.
This was a severe blow, for Hal had been a fast
half-back, being quic;k on "his feet, full of grit and stamina, ·and never the fellow to give up as long as there
was the ghost of a show to win. It would be no easy
thing to fill the position thus left vacant.
At last it began to seem that Arlington was accomplishing his object in breaking up the team.
When Chester and Hal came through the gate Dick
advanced at once to meet the latter.
"What's the matter, Darrell?" he asked. "Why
aren't you out for practice?"
"Haven't you seen Stone?" asked Hal, independently
"Yes."
"Didn't he tell you?"
"He said you sent word you were not going to play
football any more, but I couldn't believe him."
"Why not?"

•
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"vVhy, it wasn't like you! You; re not the fellow to
;o back on old Fardale like that!"
"Do you remembe r how I got onto the team last
season?" aske~ Hal. "I had to fight to get a show.
Even then, I was told that I was not wanted. Your
brother told me so once."
"On account of a misun~erstanding. When he
found out that there was a mistake, he gladly withdrew. We can't get along without you, Hal."
"You'll have to."
"vVhy, you must know you are leaving us in a terrible hole! With three of the regular players out of
the line, we are weakened anyhow. vVhen you drop
out the very backbone is gone from the team."
Here Arlingto n laughed softly. The day of his
triumph seemed at hand, and he was happy.
"It's plain," he said, 'that the athletic committee
will have to take hold of the matter. Every one is
sick of this one-man rule, and you'll play the despot no
I
•
longer, Merriwell. Now, somebody besides
your
especial friends will have a chance to play football. I
predict a great overtvrn ing of the team within a few
days."
Still Dick ignored his taunting enemy, his ma1'.ner
being that of one who was totally unaware of Chester's presence.
"I think you· have been hasty, Hal," he said.
"When you come to think it over, you will change
your mind: If you are offended with me you cannot
afford· to let that deter you from playing on the team.
Even if you· regarded me as your enemy you could not
go back on the team. You would be going back on
old Farclale if ,vou did, and you're
not
.
. a fellow to do
that."
He saw some of the color leave Darrell's face at
the words, as if they had struck home.
"That's all rot, Darrell! " exclaimed Chester. "You
know that t.his fellow is not doing the best thing for
the school by running the team as he has, and you
have taken the proper course to bring about a curbing
of the evil."
Dick saw that Chester had somehow 9btained a
strong influence over Darrell. It was possible that
he had been able to make Hal believe that his course
in withdraw ing from the team was the proper one
to pursue a1:cl would finally result in a benefit to the
eleven and to the school.
"I want to talk to you alone, Hal," said Dick.

,
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"Don't let him come any of his soft-s_oaping !" exclaimed Arlingto n.
Dick could endure no more of this, and he wheeled
Gn the fellow his eyes flashing and his face pale with
passion.
"You are doing everythi ng in your power to ruin
the team, you dog!" he grated. "You are a disgrace
to Fardale ! You ought to be run out of the school!
Now, if you interrupt me again while I am speaking
to Darrell I'll give you the worst thrashin g you ever
had in your life!"
There was no mistakin g this. Arlingto n knew
Dick meant every word •of it, and he had come to know
1.hat Dick could make his threat good. So he contented himself with a scornful curl of his lips, thrust
his hands into his pockets and turned away, whistling
contemptuously.
It seemed that young Merriwell actually regretted
that he had not been given further provocation by
his enemy. His blood was boiling, and the manner
in which he watched Chester slowly strolling away
told that he had been keyed up to a pitch where further pressure would ,have brought about an explosion.
Dick's voice was a bit unsteady when he spoke to
Hal again.
"Don't let that fellow lead you into somethin g you
will always regret," he pleaded. "Again I ask you,
out of your regard for old Fardale, to come back and
play your position on the team."
Hal shook his head.
"No use, Merri well," ,he ·said; "I've given my word."
"And you'll be sorry. Chester Arlir;gton has
brought about as much discord as possible, and he
hopes to ruin the team. But he shall not succeed! I
swear it! I'll keep the team together, and it shall
• us Saturday !"
win! Hudsonv ille shall not beat
Dick's jaw had a squareness about it, and there was
a look of determination on his face, while his voice
was full of unbroken confidence. He was made of
the stuff that could not be conquered by the means
taken by Chester Arling:ton.
Seeing it was useless to waste further words on
Darrell, bick turned away. He cast off the heartsick feeling that assailed him.
Wat211ing the squad was Earl Gardner, and Dick
walked over to the plepe.
"I thought you were coming out yesterday, Gardner," he called. "You didn't show up. And you're
not in your tozs to-dav. VVhat's the "matter?"

18
Earl ul!lied and looked confused.
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ner was a wonder, · and one fellow declared he was
"showing Darrell up." Already Hal was beginning to
regret the hasty move he had made.

"I-I decided not to come," he said.
"Why? 'Ne need you.':
"Oh, you've never needed me much, and I think you
can get along without me now."
CHAPTER IX.
"We need you," Dick repeated. "The team is in
bad shape. . I was much disappoi nted w en you failed
IN HUDSONVILLE .
to come out yesterday."
Dick kept a stiff upper lip and wore a smiling face,
"But I'm a plebe, you know."
but in his heart he was worried. It was his hope that
"That makes no difference. You can play the Shannock
would be able to get into the g-ame somegam(i."
how, but as Saturday drew near and Sam continued to
"Do you think so?"
hobble about on crutches, that hope died. Scudder
"You did i'reat work the last time you tried."
had been substituted in practice, but he could not play
"But that iave me the swelled headt you know."
the position with the re~ular end man, and he knew it.
Dick looked at Earl intently.
Hugh Douglass practiced at guard in Bradley's po"Who told you so? Has any one been lying to sition, but
Hugh, although big and strong, was too
vrou? If so, I'll wager I can name him. It was slow. On the opposite
side of center Burrows filled
Chester Arlington. Gardner, he is a bad fellow to lis- Dare's
position, but Burrows was not heavy enough,
ten to. If he told you I said you had the swelled head and Dick did not consider
him in condition.
·it was a lie!"
With two new guard'!3, a new right end and a new
"Was it?" asked Earl, with some eagerness. "You left half-back, the Far<lale team was apparently in anydidn't say so?"
thing but winning form.
"No."
Buckhart knew Dick was worried, and he did every"And-and you didn't say I hung round till you . thing possible to show his confidence in the res~lt.
:were sick of me?"
"We'll eat 'em up, pard !"he declared. "That Gard"Never!"
ner is a dandy! Douglass is stronger and heavier than
"And that you had no idea of using me in another Bradley, and Burrows was a corker last year. I think
ecime, but simply wanted me for practice work?"
Scudder as fast as Shannock. Vt/ e're going to be right
''Nothing of the kind."
on top of the pile. You hear me chirp'!''
Gardner did not doubt Dick. He was satisfied that
"That's the way to talk," nodded Dick, but he ~elt
·Dick was a fellow who would not lie under any cir- sure Brad was talking that way to cheer him llp.·
·
cumstances'.
Dick had not caught a glimpse of June Arlington
"Then I'll come out," he said, immediately. "I did since the evening of his call. He wondered if' she was
not want to push myself in where I was not wanted." still iri Farclale, but asked no questions.
"Get your togs in a hurry," said Dick, "and come
A surprise was in store for Dick. On Friday night
back to the fiekL I want you to take Darrell's posi- Hal ·Darrell called him aside from a group of fellows
tion at half-back."
and said:
It was scarcely more than ten minutes ·when Gard"Merriwell, I don't want to see Fardale ldse to:ner came running bad< to the field, ready to go into morrow, though I know there are some who do. I
practice. He was a sturdy young chap, wi.th good legs have it pretty straight that the fellow who has taken
and shoulders, and Dick had noted that he was a my place is going to .throw you down if he gets a
swift runner, besides being- Clever at dodging and chance."
punting.
. "You meari Gardner?" exclaimed the captain of the
Earl was put onto the re:ular team at left half-back, eleven, incredulously.
and he went into the work with a will. Sittini' on the
"Yes."
bleachers, Hal Darrell saw the subititute put up such
"I don't believe a word of it."
sharp and snappy practice that h'e soon won the ap"VIell, I hope it isn't so; but, as I said before, I
plause and praise of the ~adets who were watching. don't want to see anything of H!e kind happen. I've
Hal heard many qf the watchers rem.arking that Gard- been thinking things over, and I'm sorry I ·was so

.
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hasty in withdrawing. If you want me, I'll come back
and play my regular position."
"I am glad you came to me like this, Hal," said
Dick; "for it shows that you are ready to right a
wrong when you do wrong. But I can't take you
back to' play in your old position to-morrow."
Darrell looked astounded and dismayed.
"You can't?" he exclaimed.
"No."
"vVhy not?"
"Because I have promised Gardner that he shall play
that position, and I would not go back on him for anything."
"Gardner? vVhy, even if he's on the level, do you
regard him as a better man?"
"No, I do not. He is a good man, but I had rather
have you in the position."
"And still you'll let him play when I am willing to
play?"
"I shall, 'because I gave him my word, ~nd I never
broke my word to a friend-or to an enemy."
"Do you consider him your friend?"
"I hope he is. He seems like a fine fellow, and I
prize tl:ie f;iendship. of every square fellow."
"Well, you're queer! That's just what Arlington
says about you! He says you are running the team
for the benefit of your friends."
"And lies when he says so! If you had not listened
to his lies you would be playing on the team now." ,
"Then I am off it for good, am I?"
"Not necessarily. If you "will go up into the line I'll
be glad to place you at right end. I have not assured
Scudder that he shall play, and ne'll take a back seat
for the good of the team."
"No, thank you!" said Hal, hotly. "I play in my
old position or not at C\ll !"
·
"As you like," said Dick, quietly.
"Remember what I told you absnt Gardner.
You're going to be beaten badly. .A:nd I don't give a
rap if you are."
Then Hal strode off in a great
huff.
\
But Darrell decided to follow the team to Hudsonville with the rest of the "rooters" on the following
day, and he was on hand to take the morning train,
along with about sixty others, including the eleven
and substitutes.
After the boys were gathered, as many as possible,
in one car, Buckhart came through the train, bent over
Dick and whispered in his ear:

"She's going along with us. She's m the car behind, pard."
"Who?" asked Dick.
"June Arlington," whispered the Texan. · "Darrell
is with her n0w-he and her lovely brother."
Dick seemed to forget this almost iI!}mediately, and
he did not leave his seat. He laughed and joked with
the others, seeming in the best of spirits. He wore
an air of confidence that concealed his anxiety over
the coming game, if he felt any.
The boys sang and had a good time generally.
They practiced the football songs, a_nd once or twice
they broke out with the Fardale yell, whioh greatly
annoyed a 'fussy old man, who complained to the conductor and wanted them all put off.
•
The trip to Hudsonville did_not seem very long or
tedious, and the boys were not tired out when they
reached the town where they were to play.
As they left the train Dick caught a ~limpse of
June Arlington, who was in company with Hal Darrell. He also noted that Darrell carried a dress suit
case, and wondered what that meant. Chester A~
lington joined them, aud the three took a carriage to
the best hotel. But Chester did not carry a traveling
bag of any kind.
"Perhaps that dress suit case belongs to June,"
thought Di.ck. ''She may be leaving Fardale to-day.
Perhaps she is not going back, and she decided to see
this game of football."
The thought that June was leaving gave him regret.
She was going away without giving him a chance to
make an explanation. She was going away believing
him, like most boys, ready to boast of his "mashes,''
and particularly ready to boast of a mash on a rich
· m~n's daughter.
Still Dick had ch0sen the course he would · pursue,
and no one even saw him glance toward June. Apparently he was utterly unaware of her presence on
the train, and did not see her. at the station.
In truth, it had been some time since Dick evinced
so much spirit and jolliness. He was the life of the
team. He was witty and humorous by turns. He
chaffed Smart and Tubbs; he jollied Jolliby; he bantered Buckhart.
There was a gathering of Hudsonville boys at the
station to see the Fardale team arrive.
"Say, they don't look so much!" exclaimed one
urchin, with an intonation o{ disappointment. not to ·
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l\ay disgust, in his voice.

"Are them the fellers what
"Against tne ?" exclaimed Earl, surprised. "Has
beat our town last year?''
any one been saying anything? Then I know who
"Yep," nodded q.,nother. "They done.it with a trick. it was. It was Chester Arlington. He did his best
Dick Merriwell, he came out in a runnin' su_it and just to get me to withdraw after you got me out for prachurdled the line, ran the whole length of the field, and tice the last time, and I refused. He told me I was
made a touchdown."
making a mistake and that I'd soon be sorry." '
"Which is hi~ ?"
"I do not know who started the talk," said Dick,
"That feller there, see?"
"and I don't care. You are fighting for old Fardale
"The one all them others hang around?"
to-day, not for me, or for yourself. Don't forget
"Yep."
that. Keep if in your mind all the time."
"Well, he looks like a corker! Ther rest of 'em
1
' I will."
ain't such great shakes, but he's all ri~ht, though he
Dick we11t round, speaki11g tb all the boys, one after
ain't no .i·i;;mt."
another. He was bracing his team for the struggle.
"It don't ;i.lwus take a bi~ felle_r ter play football,
To Tubbs he said :
ffommie. \Vot's ther matter with yer!"
"You want to look out for Httdsonville'~ center.
So the small boys flocked round the team and ad- It's the same fellow, Glennon, who played
last year,
mired Dick until the team clambered onto two btlGk- and he is a slugger. He'll be
almost certain to soak
boards and was taken away.
you in the neck in the very first rush, and somehow he
"Jee!" said one tall, thin boy. "That Dick Merri- does it in such a way that the umpire
se.ldom punishes
well is Frank Merriwell's brother, an' I'll bet he'll be him."
a wondet, just as Frank is. \tVhy \yasn't I bi..1ilt like , "Is that so?" exclaimed Obediah;
in his squeaky
bim ! Jest looker my long legs an' arms, an' him put voice. "Well, by Jim! two kiri. pl;y that air game!"
up for keeps! It makes rne . sick!"
"I don't believe in slugging."
nd he did not know ' it wa; possible for him to
''Nor I; but you kin bet your father's pumpkins I
build up his artns and legs and whole physique 'by reg- ain't goin' to let
no feller slug me without sluggin'
ular, systematic exercise. ,True he might never be- baGk, dern my picter if I do!"
come so ·svmmetrical as another lad born with greater
"That's the tut-tut-tu Halk!" chattered Chip J olphysical advanta~es. but he could vastly improve his
liby, grinning. "Ancl if ev:er you get g good slam at
condition and his looks, as any boy may who has the
the other fuf.-fuf-fuf-feller he'll 'go way back an' lay
grit and determination to persist in .the right exercises
down."
for development.
As the Fardale team came trotting onto the field the
At the hotel the boys piled off the b;.1ckboard and
little bunch of the "faithful" who had followed the
ascended the steps.
. team rose up and gave the acader:1y yell with great
Dick was .o ne of the first, and just as he was .about
gusto.
to enter the door June Arlington came out, accomAt the same time Dick noted a few 1n the grandpanied by Hal Darrdl.
stand vvho vvere ·waving Fardale's colors.
Dick stepped back and looke.d straight at the girl.
And one of th em was June J\rlin gton.
Darrell lifted his cap, and Dick did the same; but
To Dick's s;.u'prise~ Dan:ell was not "beside her.
1une passed without giving him a gbnce.
"Is he gone?" he vrnndered.
' Then a voice- called to him, and he saw Hal on the
side of the field.
CHAPTER X.
"Mert'iwelJ," said Darrell, as Dick came up, "I have
CALLED INTO THE GAME.
brought my togs. If y~u want me to go ih · at any
Farchle w~1s dressing for the game in a big roon\ time, just call me."
beneath the Hudsonville stand.
"You' ll play nowhere except at half-back."
"Gardner," said Dick, placing his hands on Earl's
''I'll play anywhere you put me."
shoulders and looking into his ·honest· eyes, "I place
"Then get into your outfit, old man! J oin the subs.
absolute trust in you to-day. I take no stock in any- Thi s is going to be a rough-house ~ame, and I may
thing that has been sai<l against you." .
need you any minute after play begins."
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"I'll l:ie on hand," promisea Hal, trotting away.
"Wonder what has brought him round to that/'
speculated Dick, as he again covertly glanced toward
the grand stand.
June Arlington was waving her colors and laughing
as Hal ran across the field and toward the dressingroom.
"She did it I" thought Dick. "She wants him in the
game! Well, he may not get into this game!"
Of a su~lden Dick almost determined to give Darrell
• no chance, no matter what happened.
"I'll punish him!" he thought. "He'll be . sore if
he comes out with the substitutes and sees otl1er fellows given ·a show while he gets none."
In that moment Dick was filled with a revengeful,
bitter sensation.
All his old-time dislike of Darrell was reawakened
Just as Hudsonville was kicking off Darrell j oined
the substitutes.
The home team was very strong, five of the eleven
men being players ·who were with the team a year before. The other six men were large, husky fellows.
The line-up of both te:un~:
FARDALE.

HUDSONVILLE.

Scudder ........•........ .. Right end ............ , ....... Fisher
Joll iby .... ................ Right tackle ................. .. Tilton
Burrows .....•........... . Right guard . ...•.......... ·... Swayn
Tubbs ........•......... ... . Center. . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . Glennon
Douglass . ................ . Left guard ................. "Whitney
Kent ....... .............. . Left tackle ................ . llicBride
Buckhart. ...• , ............. Left end ........ ......... ... Col son
Smart .... ... ... ...... ... Quarter-back. . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . Field
Merri well ..... , ......... Right half-back .... ....... .. . Boynton
Gardner .. , .............. Left half-back . ... . ..•..... ... Lapoint
Singleton .......... , ....... Full-back...... .·.: ... ·: • . . . . . . King

King drove the . ball far into Fardale's territory.
Gardner captured it and immediately smashed it back,
forcing King to take it on the run. At the very outset
the plebe had demonstrated ,that he had a good leg
and knew how to kick.
King boted his heel in the gr0t:_nd 1 then tufned and
kicked from the spot. This time the wind took the ball
to Merriwell, who went forward with it, leaping away
from Colson. Dick reached the forty-yard line before
he was brought down.
There the tw9 teams lined llP for the opening scrim-:
magc.
Smart was silei1t as the grave, but the ball was
snapped and the Fardale team leaped into action.
Hudson was taken by surprise by this quick action.

It was evident at once that the visitors lia°d agreed
upbn a series of plays before taking the field, thull
cutting out the necessity of signals for a time.
A small gam was made.
Another quick line-up, and another sudden move.
The ball went round the end for four yards.
Then the faithful fow had a chance to cheer.
The next move was a dash into center with a revolving formation. Tubbs was projected against
Glennon, and the latter drove his fist deep into the pit
of Obediah's stomach. The fat boy was whirled
away before he could retaliate, but he had felt the blow.
When Gardner came through with the ball Glewion
hit him a terrible blow, knocking him down, and
jumped on him.
Garcltler lay still on the grouud when t he writhing
players rose from him. He was bleeding at the
mouth.
Ditk appealed to the umpire, but he had not seen a
foul-or, at least, so he declared .
A doctor hurtied out and knelt over Gardner.
"This boy may be badly hurt," he said. "He must
not continue in the game."
"I can play! I v.:ill play!" came faintly from Gardner's lips. "I'm not hurt! I'm all right!"
But they carried him from the field.
Ga rdner was out of the ga111e, an<l his place must be
fill eel.
Darrell \v:is waiting with the substitutes. Other
men vvere waiting-, too, a11d Dick knew how bitterly it
would hurt Hal to have another called in to fill the vacant position.
He seemed to hesitate for a moment.
Then he called Darrell".

.
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CHAPTER XI.
ALL

ONE

WAY .

Dick had risen to the occasion. He had put jealousy, selfishness and a desire for retaliation aside. He
had thought of nothing but what was best for old Fardale. He had been loyal and true.
For . he knew that Hal Darrell was better for that
position than any other man among the substitutes.
Darrell took his old place gladly.
Obediah Tubbs had a queer look 0£ cleteni1inatioh
on his face, and he kept looking at Glennon strangely.
O nce or twice he rubbed his stomach.
·w hen the next assault was maoe Obediah found his
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opportunity, and he gave Hudsonville's center a slam
in the ribs that astonished and weakened the big fellow. For the fat boy hit a terrible blow at close quarters where he could throw the weight of his body into
it.
As he struck Glennon, Obediah chuckled:
"Tag! You're it!"
•
It was some moments before Glennon recovered, but
there was a furious light in his eyes when he did. As
they 'crouched, nose to nose, he hissed back at Tubbs:
"You'll be 'it' next time I get at you!"
But the fat boy grinned mockingly.
Fardale su~ceeded in pushing the ball clean up to the
center of the field, but there it was lost by a forward
pass.
Then Hudsonville began a battering attack on the
visitors, making small but steady gains.
Twice Glennon tried to get in h~s work on Tubbs,
but each time the fat boy grappled him and spoiled his
efforts.
"I'll finish you before the game is over!" vowed the
big center of the home team. "You're nothing but a
bjg fat slob 1"
"But I notice I'm keeping you purty darn busy!"
chuckled Obediah. "You ain't hed much time to
knock out anybody else."
"There will be plenty of time after you are out."
But Obediah seemed able to stand a wonderful
amount of slugging. Once Glennon did ·this work
so openly that he was detected and warned by the umpire. Some of th"e spectators hissed him.
"It's iike hammering a punching bag!" he told King.
"\i\Thy, I don't seem to make any impression on that
big fat lobster. The n1ore I thump him the better he
seems to like it."
"\Ve must win this game," said King, who was not
averse to dirty playing. "Give your attention to some- .
body else."
"He won't let me! He gets after me all the time,
and I have to look out for him."
·
"\Veil, you know we're going to win to wipe out
last year's disgrace."
It began to look as if Hudsonville would not find
winni<1g difficult when they kept straight down the
field with the ball, the cadets being unable to hold
them at any point.
In nine minutes of play Hudsonville put the ball
over for a touchdown, and King kicked a goal.
. .The cro;-,·d cheered and cheered. Over in a little

.

.

bunch the "faithful" from Fardale sang a song to encourage the team. Up in the stand sat a girl who
looked disappointed, but who continued to wave the
red-and-black and hope for Fardale's success.
Dick realized that the thing he feared was counting
against Fardale.
The line was weak.
Douglass was too slow, while Burrows was out of
his position. Two new men as guards' were a great
weakness.
••
But the right end was weak, and Hudsonville made
repeated gains past Scudder. Uric did his best, but
Shannock was sadly missed.
Still by no look, word or sign did Dick betray his
distrust. vVhen play was resumed, he encouraged his
men as if he felt confident of the ultimate result.
Singleton kicked, and King took the ball. Scudder
was fir st to reach him, and he made a fair tackle.
Down on the two men pounced nearly the whole
team.
'
Scudder was writhing \IV·ith pain when they rose.
The doctor trotted out.
"Collar bone broken!" he announced.
Dick's lips tightened.
"Well, dern my picter !" exclaimed Tubbs. "We
won't hev enough to play tag with if this keeps up!"
Joe Savage, who had been practicing with the squad
for a week or more, was called in to take Scudder' s
place.
It seemed that the line was still weaker.
Hudsonville .seemed to realize her advaatage, and .
she continued to slam the cadets unmercifully.
I
But every time Obediah and Glennon met the Hudsonville center got the worst of it. Pretty soon he
began to feel the effect of this constant digging from
the fat boy. It took the snap and ginger out of him.
He began to dread it.
But still Hudsonville kept on the offensive. 011ce
they lost the bali in ti1e steady march toward another
goal, but recovered it in less than a minute.
The cadets fought desperately in the last stand two
yards from the line, but the home team pushed the ball
over on the final clown.
The touchdown had been made at the extreme corner
of the field, and it was necessary to punt the ball out
in order to get a fair position to kick another goal.
.The kick was rather poor, and the ball was dropped.

,

•
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There was no goal, and the half ended ninety secon<ls later, without anything of more importanc e having been accomplis hed. ,

But Tubbs backed Smart, and then Singleton came
along like an express engine and struck Glennon
smashingl y, sending Hudsonvi lle's center to the
g1·ound.
Singleton went over the line for a touchdo,vn .
CHAPTE R XII.
And the "faithfnl" went \vild with joy.
THE CHARM RESTORED .
They were not the only delighted ones. In the
grandstan
d a happy girl stood up and waved her flag.
The final half of the game was on. Strange to say,
"Bi1t it's not for me!" thought Dick, bitterly. "It
Fardale had seemed to come back to the field far
is for him-for Darrell !"
fresher and friskier than the home team.
Glennon was sore and lame, and he . betrayed it by
Darrell \11:as putting up a good game, pbying with
his actions.
spirit and determina tion.
Tubbs had told Dick:
The touchdown had been made where the ball could
"I think I've got that feller pritty well cooked, darn be brought out. As it was brought
out, Big Bob said
my picter if I don't I The weak spot in that line now something to Dick, who shook
his head and retorted:
is right plumb in the center, or I'm a cheese! You
"Yqu are the one."
try it!"
So Singleton took his place to kick the goal, and
Dick did not forget. but he d id not try it at once. Dick gave Darrell the honor
of hold~ng the ball, not a
Some minutes after the half began, Fardale having the little to Eal's surprise.
ball, Dick sent a wedge at center, Singleton running
Big Bob maJe a handsome goal.
with the hall.
""\nother like that and the game is ours, fellows!"
\i\Then Tubbs heard the signal he prep:i.red for the said Dick.
work, and he st.ruck Glennon with such force that the
"They failed to make their second goal."
big Hudsonvi lle center was unable · to stand before it.
Kir.g kicked, expecting a return.
The wedge plowed into the opposing line, and out
Dick got the ball and ran with it until tackled and
'vent SingletoH for a clean gain of twelve yards.
stopped by Tilton.
"I told ye!" chuckled Obediah to Dick.
Faniale was playing fast novv, and on the offensive
Captain l\Ierriweil gave Smart a tip to work ce1iter
she seemed at her best, -the weakness in the line not
often.
appearing so pronounce d.
Right there seemed the turning point in the game. ·
Besides, Hndsonvil le's line had grown amazingly
Fardale kept hammerin g at the weak spot, and it
weak in thi ~ second half, particularl y at center.
seemed to grow weaker and weaker. Glennon was a
Glennon was ready to ·quit and leave the field. In
big slugger, and he had been used to having things his
fact,
he had "quit," but _King kept him in the game.
own way in the past. Now that he was ,,up against
Smart
was laugh ing. '
it," he soon lost his aggressiveness and showed the
"How
we hate to do it!" he said. "It. ~eems a
white feather.
shame!
After
thev had the game all salted, too! I
Generally this is the way with a bully. He is unfeel
so
bad
for
them !"
able to stand his own medicine, and he wilts before it.
A new spirit of confidence had been born in the home
But ahvays Hudsonvi lle had depended on Glennon
for center, the fellow having remarkabl e luck in never team, and every man played on his mettle.
getting hurt seriously, and now there was no one to
Another touchdow n!
That woud tic if they could
fill his place. Besides, King believed he w9uld brace make it.
up.
Then, if a goal was kicked, Fardale would have the
However, when Fardale tried her surprising center game.
back play, putting little Smart in to confront Glennon,
Smash, smash, smash! The "faithful" were going
it seemed like a slaughter. The home team fancied wild, for the cadets were steadily forcing
their way
the visitors had lost their senses.
toward victory. This was a grand way to win a
Glennon leaped at Smart savagely. Here was a game!
little chap, he could eat him up.
vVithin twenty yards of Hudsonvil le's goal some-

•
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thing happened. A scrimmage ended with one of the
players still and motionless on the ground.
"It's Merriwell !" exclaimed a hundred voices.
"If he's out of the game," said a man in the grandstand, "our team will win easily. He's the backbone
of that other team."
A pale-faced girl heard this. She sprang up. She
did not seem to know jnst what she meant to do. Before she realized what she was doing she had left the
stand and was running out upon the field.
When Dick opened his eyes he fancied he was dreaming, for he saw the face of June Arlington bending
over him. He seemed to dream that she was bathing
his face and head with cool water. He seemed to
dream that she was saying:
"You're not hurt much, Dick-I know you are not!
iYou can ·play the rest of the game ! You will win it!
I'll give you back the locket, and--"
"Give it to me," he said, "and I'll win this game-or die!"
She quickly unclasped it from a delicate chain about
her neck. With Hal Darrell looking on, she pressed it
into Dick's hand, whispering, excitedly:
"Here--here it is! It is your charm-'your good
fortune ! It was wrong of me to ever take if away!
If I had not you would not be lying here now! Keep
it!"
"Always ?"
"Always! Now can you play?"
"Can I?"
He sat up. True he was dizzy and things whirlecl
round him a bit, but he summoned all bis will power.
When they helped him to his feet .he flung off the
weakness that threatened to clown him once more.
J rn: c's face was scarlet when she left the field amid
the afplausc and cheering of the spectators. She
woul d ha\·e given much to escape from their sight.
Her brother met her at the entrance to the stand.
He W:!S white to the lips.
"Oh, you have disgraced yourself to-day!" he
panted. "I a:n ashamed to own you as a sister of
mine!"
Then she flung back her head.
"I'm sorry," she said, "ibat we are both ashamed of
each other. for I am heartily ashamed of you as a
brother!"
"Home you'll go after this!" vowed Chester. "Before all these pcop!~ ! And they laughed and cheered!"
There w;~s J. sud<len uproar. The game was on
again. Far<lale haJ made another attack on Hudsonyille's center. It was a funnel play, and Merriwell

was running with the ball. Tubbs had bucked Glennon to the left; Burrows had squeeze\! Whitney to the
right. Through this opening went Dick.
Up rose the "faithful" and shrieked.
Field was in the way!
Douglass got through and blocked Field.
Lapoint would down the runner.
Jolliby ·slipped past McBride and bothered Hudsonv.ille's left half-back.
But there was King. He had been waiting; he had
held off for just such a thing as this. He was playing the game right, and the runner could not get past
him.
Dick saw the captain of the opposing team in his
p::ith. He knew King ·was clever in making head-on
tackles. King could stop a runner like a stone wall.
In that moment Dick's thoughts worked swiftly.
It would be almost next to impossible to <lodge a
feJ!ow like King.
Thetl what was to be done? If King pulled him
down it might ruin Fardale"s last chance of winning.
Dick remembered, too, that King tackled low.
Straight at the fellow dashed Dick. King flung
himself forward for the tackle.
Into the air leaped Dick, and over Kii1g's head he
sailed. He struck fairly on his feet and plunged
over the line for another touchdown directly behind
the posts.
It was hard on the throats of the "faithful." They
turned black in the face from yelling. This was
worth trayeling thousands of miles to witness.
In the grandstand was a girl whose eyes filled with
happy tears.
"It was my charm that did it!" she murmured
"Now he will kick a. goal! Now he will win the
game!"
And she was right!
J:'HE END.

The Hoxt fJumber (346) Will Contain

Dick Merriwell's Success;.
OR,

BOUf~D

TO BE A WIJ\TNER.

You can't miss it. Just as a matter of information to all Tip Toppers, let us say that one of Dick's
newest fe::its is recorded in this number. Another
You can't afford to miss a single
stro11g point!
number at this stage of the game. Great things are
moving.
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APPLAUSE.

NEW YORK, November

15, 1902.

'l'e rnui to Tip Tov Weekly Mail Subacrlbers.

{POSTAGil

FRll:lll. )

Having read the Tip Tops for a long time, I have fairly fallen
in love with them. I snppose you are used to hearing people say
Tip Top is the best book a-going, but it's true, anyway. I love
all kinds oi sports, and am captain of a team t hat I orl;\'anized.·
I like Dick better than I do Frank. Good luck to Dick and
Frank, and their friends, and bad luck to their enemies.
· DoNALD VAUGHAN.
Rhinelander, Wis.
Yes, it is an old story to hear that Tip Top is the best of
everything, but it is a good one which can bear repetition. Let ua
hear your views again.

I

lina:le Ooplea o r Dack Number•, Ge. Each.
One year ................... ··· . .~ ... ..
...•...•• .. ..• ..... .. 6ic.
~ copies on" year .............. 4.00
.• •. •. . •. .••• . •••..... 85c.
..... .... . ......... . .. $1.20 1 copy two years ........ ...... {.0&

Not having seen a letter in your Applause Column from our
city, I thought I would write one. I have been looking over
some of the Applause Columns in the back numbers, and reading
.H.ow To S:tND MoNEl".-By poat-olhce or express money order,
the letters of such gentlemen as G. W., McNeill, C. C. B., Jacob
rea·istered letter, bank check or dra!t, at our risk. At your owa . Levy and "Tip Top's Best Friend" ( ?) has made my hot Southr!Jik It aent by currency, coin, or poata&e •tamps In ordinary
ern blood surge to my temples as if wishing to burst them open.
letter.
REC:EIPTB.-Recelpt ot your re111ittance ta ackncw·Jedged b;r
It is beyond my faintest comprehension how they can have the
proper ohan&e ot number on your lab41!. If not correct you ha.v•
audacity to down such a character as Bart Hodge. Of course,
not been properly credited. and ~hould let us know l!.t once.
aTJUilET &: 81\fi't'H'S 'l'IP TOI' 'VEli:KLY,
everybody has scattered their wild oats, and be scattered his be238 William St., New York Clt7.
fore entering Fardale and a short while after. We all know he
is hot tempered, but his efforts to subdue and control that temper, guided by "Merry's" willing hand, stamps him at once aa
a ge11tleman that anybody in th e land would be proud to shake
, by the , hand. I know I would. Just look how he sticks to
"Merry" and listens to his advice! I know this letter is longer
than it ought to be, but hope you will publish it anyhow. There
It has been truly said that the Applause Column is read is no need of my saying anyth ing about Frank or Dick; but just
the world over. The first reason for this vast popularity one more word about '·Dick's truest fri end," "the Unbranded
Maverick of the Rio Pecos." Brad may be full of bluster, but
is because the column appears in what is universally ad- he
is also fu.ll of grit and courage, and Dick should stick to him.
Rise. up, Brad's friends, and put his enemies to shame. Let us
mitted to be · the king of all published weeklies,
hear from all of you. I hope you will publish this long letter.
R.
\Vi shing all of Bart's and Brad's friends good luck, I am,
Vicksburg, Miss.
The Winner of the Grand Prize at the Paris World's fair,
Another of Bart's friends to champion him. He has a lo~
list of them, and when they come out for him In such strong
terms it is a sure si€n that they are sincere ones. You are about
T I P TOP VV"E:EK~Y.
right in saying that Brad Buckhart is a fine fellow. I think all
must agree on the many manly qu:ilities he has so often shown,
But the second reason is just as important and <:ogent, and vote him a true friend of Dick's.
I menth11
4 montha
5 montha

APPLAUSE NOTICE.

namely, the high excellence of the letters written by our
readers, which appear in this column. Indeed, these letters have been so highly praised that Street & Smith,
always anxio~s to serve and benefit their great public,
have decided to offer twelve valuable prizes for the twelve
best letters received from Tip Jop readers in the next six
months. These twelve prize~cei9 be

TWELVE GOLD ~\OUNTAiN PENS
of the highest grade.
Now, then, all our ambitio\.ts young letter writers will
• ht> anxious to win one of these fine prizes. All you have
to do is to follow these directions :
Write a letter to Tip Top Weekly, discussing any feature of the famous publication, its characters; plots, athletics, contests, tournaments or anything tha~ impresses
you especially; then write across the top of it "Prize Letter," and send it to Street & Smith. So that the contest
may be absolutely fair, the readers of Tip Top are to act
as judges, and the letters which receive the greatest number of votes will be awarded the prizes. Come on now,
boys and girls ! Show us which one of all our young
Shakrl\peares are the best letter writers.

Just a word to Tip Top. I do want Chester Arlington to fall
in love with Doris. I don't think I need say any more. Of
course, she will turn him down, every time, and stick to Dick.
Oh, it will be royal! Dick couldn't plan a better revenge on him
than that. Perhap s he'll find out that "D. Roscoe'li" millions
c:in't win this charming, blue-eyed girl for him, nor a good many
other things. I think Dick will wi n sweet Doris for himself.
Things seem to be going as they should in No. 337.
ROSAMOND.
.
Newport, R. I.
I t wo ulu be lit tle cause for wonder to ha,·c Arlington fall in
love with such an attractive girl as Doris; bu t we will have to
wai t and see how things will come oul. At any rate, we would
all vouch for the deep sincerity of Dori s. knowing that she would
be true to the one whom she loved.
1 take great pleasure in writing to you and let yo u know what I
think of the Tip Top Weekly. 1 not 0!1ly think that it is the best
but I know it, and I want to congratulate Mr. Burt L. Standish
on his clever writing. He certainly does take the cake. Hoping
for the Tip Top ·weekly success, I remain, a constant reader of
MAXWELL Fr.EDERICK LEMBKE..
the Tip Top Weekly,
Milwaukee, \Vis.
Thank you for your , warm praise of Tip Top. It is most
gratifying to hear how it pleases all.

As I have seen no applause from the "fair city of the West,"
I take the liberty to write. I am a constant reader of your
weekly, and I think it certainly is an "ideal p,ublication for the
American youth." Dick and his chums are 'peaches," an d betwern Ted Smart, Chip Joll iby and the ,;Unbranded Maverick of
the Rio Peco~." there is no lack of fun. Dick has already shown
his mettle: and he has a h:-il lh nt career ahead of him, and Fardale will have another !'rank ~.lerriw~ll. I hope in due time
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far above the word limit in this, but I must add a few words
as tG the different characters and 5tories. They are so clearly
Madison, Wis.
, drawn that one can well imagine himself as one of the charGlad to hear from your "fair city" and that one of its inacters. Bart is my favorite, even . above Frank, as he· had more
to overcome than had Merry, and' therefore I think he deserves
pabitants is such an· enthusiastic admirer of ·our young hero,
PICK MERRIWELL.
.
the more credit. I will say nothing about those who asked to
have him dropped from the flock; they did not understand him,
or else they wete not old readers. Dick is perfect, accomplishAs we have read the excellent Tip Top Weekly from No. I up
ing even more than did Frank against even greater obstacles. I
to present date, we think it is the king of all papers. We think
hope to see a complete understa.nding between Dick and Doris.
that Dick is one of the grandest boys we ever read about. For
I am contented, as I have at !east ca,sed my mind by my yearly
Frank's and Dick's friends, Bart, Brad, Hal, Jack, Ready and
epistle. With kindest and sincerest wishes for your continued
l'eddy are our choice. Doris and Felecia are qear girls, but
success; I am, yours sincerely,
TEN J. \VILLIAMS.
Doris is the girl for Dick, and Felecia is the one for Hal, but we
Philadelphia, Pa.
leave that to Mr. Burt L. to settle. As this is our first attempt
A most gratifying letter which tells us what we are always
In the Appl ause Column, we will close with three ch(;!ers for
anxious to hear, that Tip Top is doing good and helping our
dear old Tip Top and th~ee cheers for Dick, Frank and their
boys tp bc;come µpright and strong-principled men, the one tbing
rrowd. "From two of your girl admirers,
H. E. and J. D.
which we would have it accomplish before all else. That you
Kenton, Ohio.
have gained by it is well worth hearing-and that you arc
You make no mistake in thinking Dick a great boy. He is in
pleased with its stories and characters, your letter shows only
rvery roepect a young wonder to us all.
too plainly. Keep up your interest in an old friend which has
been one, indeed, to you, and a valuable one, and you will have
Hurrah! Hurrah! for the Tip Top. I say hurrah for the Tip
no cause for regret.
Top ·weekly because it is doing so much for the coming generation of America. Just think, when I fir st commenced ~eading
the Tip Tap I cared nothing for athletic sports, and was not very
I have just finished reading the late5t Tip Top Weekly, and
healthy. But after I became a constant r eader of the TiJ.> Top
must say it is the best. of any story I have read yet. Now, as the
[ began to t:i.ke more interest in the sports and I can praise no
football season is coming on, I hope ' that Dick will make a
one but the Tip Top \Veekly for the health and strength which I
I
good showing, and al so Brad, the wideawake Texan.
lm now enjoying, and also for my reputation a s an athl ete. J , have no patience with any one who says that Dick should marry
wish to mention some of the exercises l;>y which I was benl!fited.
his cousin, Felecia. I hope that more will be said about Dick
The most important one was the wonderful double-shoot, which
;ind Doris. I do think that Hal Darrell should be in love
r~as described as being executed by Frank Merriwell, and which
with Felecia, and Brad with Zona. I will close my letter now,
[ practiced until I could control it. I fir st startecl pitching for
but hope to see it published in the Applause Column as soon as
the hi gh school team and by my wonderfol curves I got a posipossible. Yours truly,
M. H. L.,
tion in the Tekoa amateur team, and I pitched tveenty games,
S:rn Francisco, Cal.
A Reader of Tip Top.
losing three, winning seventeen, and I am assigned to pitch next
Let us hear from you soon again.
~e a son wi(h the Saltce team. I have also made myself famous
by prac;ici rig th e different plays of " Ivkrry's" football games. I
In reading over the Applause Column, in issue 338, I saw where
have Jjeen chosen captain of the hi gh school team. Hopinl(" these
a certain W. H. T ., from Quincy, Ill., expressed his opinion
fow lines w ill aid some. one else, I w ill close by saying Hurrah as though he wished Felecia would, in time, marry Dick. And he
for. the Tip Top \V ~e kly, the king- of athletic sports!
also spoke as though any one with any "common ,sense" would
T r koa, ' Vash.
' •
GEO. BROWN.
think the way he does. I think Dick and Felecia love each other
Always glad to hear from those whom Tip Top has especially
only in a cousinly way. As for the Tip Top \Veckly, I think it
ben<'fited, and you seem to come under hat heading. You are
is the best published.
··
evidently making a strong place for yourself in the field of
ANOTHER BACKER OF THE DICK AND DORIS QUESTION.
sports, and it will be one which will do you a world of good,
Oelwein, Iowa.
for what is more necessary to the growing youth than plenty of
Glad that Tip Top is one of your friends. It is yet too early
outdoor exercise? Keep up your interest, and you will succeed
in the day to make any prophecy as to the Doris-Felecia quesIn many undert11kings, as you have in "l\frrry's" double-shoot.
tion, but in due time, when it is settled, I am sure that all will
agree on its being the right decision. ·
Again you are to be bothered by one of your most stanch si1pporters, who has worried you several times before by his letters
Have just finished reading No. 340 Tip Top. I would willingly
to your Applause Column. Since the first one oflour books was
give $1 for a copy of next w.:.rek's issue just at present. "): am
published, eagerly have I watched for and peruse their contents,
interested in the new cl"l:lrf-·.er, June Arlington; can hardly
week by wc<.'k. At that time I was a student of 16 at St. Joseph's
wait till next week. Mr. t r ' ish is a genius, daring and most
College, Phiradelphia, and much interested in good literature;
able writer. I have been one a. bis most earnest readers since No.
in fac t, I was president of our literary class, and was quite often
1 was issued, and expect to bti~ill I die--0r Mr. Standish ceases
ridiculed for reading "yellow covered literature," as they were
te write. I am the night tick.:t agent and operator at C--, a
cal.led. Finally, one day one of our professors insisted on my
little place situated on the D., L. & W. R. R. It is now just
explaining before the literary class why I persisted in reading
2 :45 A. M., Friday morning. , As I said before, I have just
them. Thi s was thr ee years ago. I was not ashamed to explain,
finished reading this week's issue, and am so interested . in
and foll owing is about what I told him: At first I read them for
June Arlington I would give $1, and consider it cheap at •
p;istime, ihcn I got interesteq in Hodge, as I readily saw his
that, for a copy of next week's issue, just to sec how June
nature and disposjtion was alike to mine, and week after week
Arlington feels toward Dick. Mr. Standish is introducing one
I saw him · ~lowly but surely being molded into gentlemanly
of the finest characters, in June Arlington, considering the
form, which I kne\v was in him, but had 'been partially blinded
family. I can plainly conceive June has not her mother's disby his mother's kindness; and next I had to fight against the
position. I would say, probably, her father's. He makes no
two things Frank most dreaded, '\vi!J.e and cards" (my father
boast of his riches; on the other hand, Chester is a conceiteq
being completely ruined by them), as I think I inherited a longfool, like his mother, all because she married rich. She, in all
in!I for- the green-covered table. He, along with the members of probability, was formerly poor. J unc !ms the gentleness of an
the class began to open their eyes, and finally, from my steadily
angel, proud and independent, loving and kind. As bad as llhe
changing temper and disposition, my close application to studie5
knows her brother is, she asks Dick to do &omething for him.
and my athletic works (which I was anxious for, of all kinds, and
I hope to see June develop into pne of the Tip Top's best
r.t <.\ll times), led them to believe I was serious in my intentions.
char.acter~. As little as I know of her, if I had the authority f
[ have sine<.' ldt college, and am with the Pennsylvanil). Railroad.
would say "God bless you, etc.," right now. Have taken an
[ have · never forgotten the lessons I have learned, morally and
exceptional liking to June. Pardon long letter.
F. H. S.
June is a beaufy, and of the first watctr. You at:c likely to 1rnat
physically. I am 6 feet tall and weigh 154 pounds, and am
9l~yina palr\Vit!1 the P. R. R. Y. M. C. A. I have, I know, ionc
a iOOd deal more of her and . you will !i!Ce her more: and more.

to see Doris aa Mrs. Dick. Wishin& all sorts of good luck to
Burt L. and Street & Smith, I remam,
CHARLES PAINE.
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greatest of the country. He is particularly strong in training
his team to take advantage of his opponents' weaknesses. This
year all the maroons' games are ~t home, and while the team
may be slow in developing, before the end of the season Chicago
bids fair to have an eleven which will put the Midwzy college
again among the foremost leaders.

TWO VETERAN TEAMS.

HOLLISTER SHY OF MEN.

Wisconsin and Michigan, the institutions which unqnestionably
led the West last season, both are fortunate in having practically
veteran teams as a nucleus, beside a wealth of new material. FQr
the past week Coach King and his assistants have been working
with over thirty candidates, and, while Larson, Cochems and
Curtis were stars whose places it will be hard to fill, from the
present outlook this season's team promises to be as strong or
stronger even than tlie great Badger team of 19or.
Almost the same may be said of Ann Arbor. While Snow,
Shorts, White and Wilson were all star men-the first two perhaps the strongest of last year's team-the many new men who
have been working at Whitmore Lake for the past week should
furnish excellent material to fill in the four vacant ·places.
Michigan, in fact, according td report, has more ''beef" than ever
so early in the year, and it is possible that some of the old men
may be pushed to retain their places. "With two tackle positions
to fill, however, it is likely that this will be a comparatively
weak place for the \IVolverines, at least on one side of the line,
this year.
At the same time that the partisans of Michigan and Wisconsin,
-arguing from last year's form, figure the game between these
colleges which is to be played in Chicago, November 1, as the
crucial contest of the year and look upon the championship as a
certainty for one or the other of last year's leaders, the wonderful
prospects at other colleges make an upset not at all unlikely.
And Stagg and Chicago seems to be one of the most likely
combinations to upset present calculations. Last year the maroon coach was handicapped by a woeful lack of material. Chicago has never had as many candidates on the average as Wisconsin or Michigan, but with the actual opening of college at the
Midway still more than a week away the outlook is unusually
bright.
The squad is already a large one, and while a number of the
men on last year's team are missing. one Yeteran of 1899 is back,
a number of candidates · of experier.ce on other college teams
are among the raw recruits and the "prep" school veterans are
out in great profusion. As a coach, Stagg stands as one of the

Out at Evanston Coach Hollister is confronted with a dearth
of veteran material, but a fairly large number of ambitious candidates. ~ontrary to some reports, Coach Hollister does not intend to give up his much-talked-of tandem play, but it is likely
that this formation will not be his main reliance this year, as in
seasons past. With Trainer Hemphill to look after the physical
condition of the men and Johnson to assist in the coaching, Hollister will have a better qpportunity than ever before to gi;re
Northwestern a winning team. While the Jack of material robs
the purple of as bright an outlook as some of the other colleges,
a strong- team should be developed before the end of the season.
Coach Williams of Minnesota starts the season in about the same
relative position as he finished it last year. He has a team of
veterans, with a wealth of new material. He has men of weight
and experience, and if he can give the eleven speed the Gophers
will again be a serious factor in determining the championship.
Iowa, weak last year, has practically all of its 1901 team back
and a great number of new men. Last sea.son Coach Knipe
planned for this season, and the Pennsylvania man may bring
out another ~urprise such as he uncovered in 1900.
ILLINOIS MAY ?lE STRONG.

Illinois, while it defeated its old rival, Chicago, as well as
Iowa, was not a championship contender last year, but this season
Coach Holt has more heavy men than ever before. The Illini
have always had speed, and with the proper weight behind Holt's
Princeton formations, the Champaign men may surprise the
critics. The Illinois alumni are already counting on a strong
team, and from the present outlook they seem to have little chance
of a disappointment.
So far the reports from Perdue and Indiana have been comparatively meager, but at present the outlook at these institutions, as well as the Notre Dame, Beloit and other colleges
not in the so-called "big nine," are correspondingly bright. Altogether the first week of practice bids fair to 'make the coming
season as successful as the rosiest of early season predictions
promised.
Eastern football candidates have been getting down to real
hard work during the past week, and the wise ones have been
busy forecasting the chances of the several groups of material
on hand and wondering what will be shown in the forthcoming
games. The outlook is nowhere, with the exception of Yale, especially promising. At Harva,rd, especially, there is the feeling
that the crimson is to be woefully short of men of bi:awn,.

At Ithaca elirht of the old men are back, and with thi1 to
start on not much difficulty in org-.m!iing a good team !a expected. Princeton expects to make this a year of devt:lopment,
:/:.f.~rently bankinr more on a good team next season than In
BUVAllD'.S CEKTD RUSH IN JIM JEFFRIES' CLASS.

The new Harvard center candidate, Kin~, is a man who is only
5 feet 8~ Inches tall, but who weighs, stripped, 242 pounds. He
la not as tall as Jim Jeffries by five inches, but weighs about 30
pounds more than the fighter, when the latter is at ring. weight.
King iudging from descriptions, has a huge trunk-"he's a
frog,'1 1s the way a noted athlete expressed it. For instance,
King has a chest measurement of 43.3 inches, a waist measurement of 43.5 inches, and hips measurement of 48-4 inches. He is
fully as big as Jeffries about the body, and, indeed, much bigger
in some portions of his anatomy, as the following measurements
of Jeffries show: Chest, 43~ inches; waist, 34 inches; hips, 42
inc11es. The calf measurement of the football player and the
pugilist is the same, I6Y, inches.
Jeffries has sliR'htly the bigger forearm, his being J3 inches to
King's I2, but the latter has the bigger biceps, his measuring
16.1 inches to I5Y, for Jeffries. These measurements of J effries
were taken in 1899, just before he fought Fitzsimmons.
TWO BIG MEN FOR PENN'S RUSH LINE.

Pennsylvania's football team was greatly strengthened yesterday afternoon by the appearance of Brenton and Baird for the
mst time thia season. Baird has played guard and tackle for two
1
years and Brenton played tackle in several of the big games
last season. Baird is weighing I87 pounds and Brenton 205.
The weakest part of Penn's defense, as shown in the first two
games, has been at tackle, and the arrival of these two heavy
men is encouraging.
The coaching yesterday afternoon was devoted entirely to the
defense and the work will probably be thus limited until the
1 defensive
'varsitys
work has greatly improved. Head Coach
Williams and Coach Bull, for the first hour of the practice yesterday, had the line men apart from the rest, instructing them in
the art of quick and effective charging. For this purpose they
were lined up against each other, and at a signal charged to put
each other out of the play.
While the line men were at this work the ends and backs
were running down under punts, heeling catches and kicking
goals. In the scrimmage the scrubs kept the ball all the time
and directed the majority of thei r plays at tackle and center. The
line men were closely foJlowed by Bull, Hedges and \Villiams,
and as soon as a man did the w;·ong thing he was immediately
corrected. The scrub were unable to make any consistent gaining, but at times found a weak spot and made good distance.
Brenton played on the scrub, and not only carried the ball well
but generally made a big hole for the backs to plunge through.
Baird was only in the play a little while, and was given a long
run to develop his wind. Th~ ends were coached .about getting
down the field.
Coach Richardson is favorably impressed with Kirkhoff, who
will play guard. He is 6 feet 3 inches tall and weigh11' 2~0 pounds,
and he will be a very strong opponent for Rolle-r, when Pitts1!>:.irg meets the Philadelphia eleven later.
There is a feeli ng at Princeton that the team this year is one
of considerable possibilities, depending, of course, on the development of the m~terial individually ai1d as a team. There is
big, strong and scrappy material on hand.
A Yale graduate who is just back from New Haven expresses
hirr1seli thus regarding Princeton: "Princeton always does her
best when there is a green kam to develop, a:1d while the outlook at K ~ w Haven is for a pretty fair team. Yale looks for
· Princeton to give her considerable football this fall."
There is a chance that Reynolds, the half-back and capable
punfer of last fall, may get back on the Pennsylvania team. He
is out of the game just now on ,account offos studies, but hopes
to be in good standing by the time the hard games are due.
At Yale the three positions that will require the greatest amount
of eoaching and drilling to fill properly are the two ends, and one
back of the line position.
The 'varsity and scrub squads at the University of Pe1;msylvania have been portioned .off by Captain Gardiner and will
henceforth live at different quarters

''PUSH

BALL "

The Latest Game Pla;yed b;y Athletic Men.
Push ball is the latest pme to be introduced into Canada.
Having gone nearly to the extreme of smallness of the ball in the
ever popular ping-pong, the other extreme is rca,ched in this
newest game, for the ball is a monstrous thing. Imagine an in· flated sphere eighteen feet in circumference, weighing one and a
half hundredweight, and covered with stout horsehide leather.
That is a push ball. Its chief recommendation is that a dozen men
can easily play with it at the same moment.
One of the advantages of the game of push ball is that it has
practically no rules. As recently played, it seems to combine
science and hard work-extremely hard work-more effectually
than any game yet designed.
A push ball team consists of eight players, four oi whom correspond to football forwards. There are goals, as in football,
but without the crossbars.
A goal counts four points, but one point is also awarded if the
ball passes the goal line outside the posts.
Beyond the method of scoring, the players are almost entirely
untrammeled by vexatious rules. Their one object is to get the
monster sphere over their opponents' goal line.
Kicking the ball i!\ not penalized save by the ball itself, which
frequently damages the toes of those who assault it in this
fashion.
An ill-considered charge, toci, is likely to result in the player
being hurled five or six yards away, when there is a chance of the
ball bounding on the prostrate form of the "charger."
The most interesting and scientific parf of the game is the
"hand dribbling,'' and it is by this maneuver that the neatest
scoring is done. Hand dribbling bears some relation to the
scrimmage in Rugby, with the important difference that here the
ball is above the players' heads instead of beneath their feet, and
it was this feature that has proved most popular. The two teams
in the match crowd round the ball, and raise it above their heads
on the palms of their hands. It is a most thrilling sight to see the
. huge sphe re dancing over the players, whom it could apparently
• crush if it feil.
Tapping, tapping. t11-pping at the huge sides, the players work
hard to get the ball to tum round by pushing it upward with
their hands.
First one and then the other seem to be getting the sphere
to turn in the direction they desire, until finally one side manages
to give the ball a slight rotary motion. It is very slight, but gathering momentum, th!! great plaything bounds over the hands of
the opposing team, and starts for their goal line.
.
. Once started, it is a rno!f difficult thing to stop the heavy ball
if the attacking side do their duty. Vainly their opponents throw
themselves at the ball; it hurls them right and left.
Just within .a few yards of the goal line, however, the side
that is on the defensive usually gives up the attempt to check
the ball's progress. All that can be qone now is to prevent a
goal (counting four) 1 and to get the ball to cross the line outside the post ( countmg only one point).
Royal (Milwaukee, Wis.), 37; All Stars (Milwaukee, Wis,), o.
Royal-J. Burns, r. e.; F. Mueller, r. t.; R. Ramstacl<, r. g.;
J. Hammer, c.; E. Frano, I. g.; E. Kosalosky, I. t.; J . Maloney,
I. e.; G. Juba, q.; R. Fuelleman, r. h. b.; L. Kaufman, I. h. b.; L.
Ferries, f. b. All Stars-G. MiJler, r. c.; E. Smith, r. t.; W. McCan, r. g.; F. Williams, c.; J. Scott, I. g.; R. Wilbur, I. t.; A. Gilligan, I. e.; E. Chapman, q.; C. CaJlahan, r. h. b.; F. Voss, l. h. b.;
G. Anderson, f. b. Manat!(er-G. Anderson.
Fardale (Lorim, Alameda Co.), 49; Southwest (Alameda Co.), o.
Fardale-Morriso n, r. e.; Dow, r. t.; McGrcer, r. g-.; Mincher,
c.; Murphy, I. g. ~ White, !. t.; Thomas, I. e.; Young, q.; Trinnehan, r. h. b.; Streil5, I. h. b.; Banner (capt.), £. b. SouthwestHansen,) r. e.; Harman, r. t.; Heman, r. g.; Street, c.; Jones,
!. .g.; Hannay, I. t.; Thomas; !. e. ; Campbell, !l.·; Henry,. r. h. b.;
Thanks, !. h. b.; Thom;1s, f. b. Manager-Thoma s Streib.

•

Gladiato r (Merchantville, N . J.) , 12; lnvinc.ible ( Coll instract
Camp), 5.
Gladiator-Lew is, r .. e.; Gehler, r. t.; Stafford, r. g. ; Ben Bentley, c.; Wright, I. g.; H ope, I. t. ; St uart, I. e. ; Stinson, q. ; Evert,
r. h. b.; Snyder, I. h. b. ; Robert s, f. b. Invincible-Benson, r. e.;
\ Viley, r. t.; Bennett, r. g.; Cryder, c. ; G. Horner, !. g. ; Simmonds, l. t. ; Dunn, 1. e. ; vVatson, q. ; Larned, r. h. b. ; Mason, I.
h. b.; Reide, f. b. M anager-D. Dunn.
Monaka Club (Chicago, Ill.), 40; Webster (Ch icago, Ill.), o.
Monaka Club- B. Roy, r. e. ; Dock Schram, r. t.; J. Barr.ow,
r. g. ; Chas. H offman, c. ; H . T horpe, I. g. ; C. Heyer, I. t.; W.
Becker, I. e. ; E. Ba rron, q. ; F. Sulli ·an, r. h. b. ; H. Freulich,
I. h. b. ; G. Erby, f. b. Webster-]. Smith, r. c.; A. Henry, r. t.;
R. Rieman, r. g. ; A . Kruger, c. ; B. Ennis, I. g. ; R. M cGinnis,
I. t.; E. K ennedy, I. e.; J . l3rown, q.; H. J ohn son, r. h. b.; B.
Keely, I. h. b. ; W. Waddle, f. b. Manager-Ber t H erbert.
Fairdale (Troy, N. H.), 50 ; Tigers (Troy, N . H .), o.
Fairdale-Dup rey, r. e. ; Keyes, r. t. ; Mitchell, r. g.; Pelkey, c. ;
Cengdon, I. g. ; Eastman, 1. t. ; W ard, I. e. ; Btoominthold, q. ;
Sebastian (capt.), r. h. b.; Mason, !. h. b. ; Simmon, f. b. Tige rsDupey, r. e. ; Smith, r. t. ; Duprey, r. g.; Gove ( capt.), c.; Eastman, I. g. ; Saniman, I. t. ; Randall, I. e. ; Randall, q.; H all, r. h. b.;
Hill, I. h. b. ; Venn, f. b. M an ~ ger-G. C. Sebastian.
West End A. T. ( Connell sville), 5; E ast End A. T. (Connellsville) , o.
West End A. T.-Thomas Siller, r. e.; A ll. Friel, r . t. ; Elmer
Whaley, r. g. ; Geo. Shoenberge r, c.; J oe Scarry, I. g. ; Fred
Scarry, I. t. ; John King, I. e.; Hmvard K ropp, q.; Ray Rodgers,
r . h. b.; Sam Jones, I. h. b. ; William K ropp, f. b. East E nd A.
T.-Bernard Still wagon, r. ('.; Rodger Morietta, r. t. ; William
Scridifield, r. g. ; Mart Ringer, c.; Ray McCor mick, I. g. ; Rud olph
J.\fonk, I. t. ; P et. M a rietta, I. e.; Lew Jemas, q.; Kenneth Mill er,
r. h. b.; Harry Rinacr, I. h. b. ; T ed Butte rmore, f. b. ManagerBernard Still wagon.
Montford A. C. (Baltimore: Md.), 34; Picked Team (Baltimore,
Md.), o.
Montford A. C.-(Regular team ) . Picked Team-Berny
Hooper, r. c.; Buck Murray, r. t. ; "Happy" Kernan, r. g.; Peatow, c. ; Roy H atton, l. g.; Gus H oope r, I. t. ; Robert s, I. P..;
Flaherty, q. ; M ay, r. h. b. ; H ilbert, I. h. b.; Voiel , f. b. Manager
-H. H ofm eister.
Montford A. C. (Baltimore, Md .), 18; Shawnee Tigers (Wallbrook, l\Id.), o.
Montfo rd A. C.-(Re!l'ular team) . S.hawnee Tigers- Pippen,
r. e. ; Doxen, r. t. ; Harns, r. g.; McAllister, c. ; Coleman, I. g. ;
Harms, I. t.; H . Moser, I. e.; F ields, q. ; Fa rrell, r. Ii.. b.; L.
Moser, I. h . b.; Ri enan, f. b. Manager-H. Hofmeister.
Fenway (Boston, Mass.), 48; B. C. A. ( Boston, Mass.), o.
Fenway-(Regular team) . B. C. A.-Potte r, r. e.; All ~n, r. t.;
Randall, r. g. ; Stewart, c. ; E vans, l. g. ; Wade, I. t. ; Daly, I. e. ;
Riley, q. ; Bliss, r. h. b. ; Gilbert 1 I. h. b. ; Crammer, f. b. Manager- L. G. Foster.
Fenway (Boston, Mass.), 27; Devotion (Boston, Mass.), o.
F enway-Endle ss, Miller, r. e. ; Watts, r. t.; McDowell , r. g.;
Houlton, c.; Nolan, I. g. ; Bar ker, I. t. ; Rich, I. e.; Endless,
Souther, q.; Souther, Miller, r. h. b.; Powers, I. h. b. ; F oster, £.
b. Devotion-Cla rkson, r. e.; Wade, r. t. ; Dndey, r. g . ; Palmer,
c. ; Jacobs, I. g. ; Cullen, I. t. ;, Quigley, I. e.; Rogers, q.; Wren~,
r. h. b.; Dillin, I. h. b.; Fogg, f. b. Managcr-L. G. Foster.
0 . H . S. (Osceola, Ark.), 33; Scrubs (Osceola I;Iigh School ), o.
0. H. S.-(Regular teal\1). Scrubs-J. Westlake, r. e. ; N .
Ayers, r. t.; ]. Dunham, r. g.; S. Dekin s, c. ; F. White, I. g.;
W . McMurray, I. t.; H. Smith, I. e.; J . D ildy, q. ; R. W hite, r. h.
b.; W . Walker, I. h. b.; P . Th omas, £. b. Manager- H . Weinberg.
Osceola H igh School (Osceol~Ark.), 21 ; Vanderbllts (Osceola,
A r . ), o.
Osceola High Schoql-M. Semmes, r. e.; H. Weinberg, r. L ;
G. Dillahun t,;. g.{· A. Brickey, c.; D. Nicols, I. g. ; F . Cartwright,
I. t.; M. P amck, . e.; G. Bryant, q.; J. Bowen;. r. h. b. ; J. Mc
Garrity! I. h. b. ; G. Lasley, f. b. Van d erbi l t~-u. Cassidy, r. e.;
J. Wal er, r. t. ; J . P anch, . r. g.; L. Cartwnisht, c.; R. Wa.lker,
I. g. ; C. Brag,, 1. t.; J. Sbeddan, I. e.; B. Qumn, q.; A. Sulllvan,

r. h. b.; C. Hale, I. h. b.; W. Prewitt, f. b. Manager-II. Weinberg.
Chester (Chester, Pa.), 'o; Richmond ( P hilad elphia, Pa. ), Z.J.
Chester-Youn g, r. e.; Rogers, r. t.; Miller, r. g. ; W alker, c. ;
Carey, I. g. ; Dav is, I. t.; N ills, I. e. ; Cla:-k, q.; Brown, r. h. b.;
Steele, I. h. b. ; Little, f. b. Ri chmond- Jee Smith, r. e.i Joe
Brean, r. t.; vVil lie T ee, r. g.; John O'B ryne, c. ; Frank uean,
l. g. ; J . Romey, 1. t. ; Stanton T umey, I. e. ; Bobby Jackson, q.;
Thomas Gor man, r. h. b. ; Frank O'Hare, 1. h. b.; J ohn Gorman,
f. b. Manager- J ohn Gorman.
Camden (Camden, N. J.), o ; Ri chmond (Philadelphia, P a.) 36.
1
Camd en-J ames Lanclc, r. e.; Joe Higgins, r. t.; Carl Miller,
r. S'·; ]. Brinton, c. ; C. Morris, I. g. ; T. B.a~he, I. t.; J. Burke,
I. e.; C. Runner, q.; M. Be1111et, r. h. b.; W 1lhe Flarney, I. h. b. ;
Dave Cone, f. b. Richmond-Jo e Smith, r. e. ; Joe Brean, r. t. ;
Willie Tee, r. g. ; John O'.B ryn e, c.; Frank Dean, I. g.; John
Roney, I. t. ; Stanton Tumey, I. e.; Thomas Gorman, q.; Bobby
J ackson, r. h. b. ; Frank O'H are, I. h. b.; J ohn Gorman, £. b.,
Manager--Jolm Gorman.
Meda llion ( Los Angeles, Cal. ), 27 ; Gardena.s (Gardena), o.
Mcdalhon-Bu rnett Steven s,· r. e.; Walter Roberts, r. t.; Bert
Hays, r. g. ; A. Lebrand, e. ; G. Finch, I. g. ; Eddie Morris, I. t.;
Eno Riddie, I. e.; Winnie Page (capt.), q.; Ed. Macy, r. h. b.;
Wayne, I. h. b. ; R. P age, f. b. Gardenas-Da ve Burg, r. e.; Cy.
Lyons, r. t.; Bert McGrat, r. gj Buck Boggs. c. ; Levy Hogan,
!. g.; H erb Browo , I t.; Louis i;urg, I. e. ; F. Rayes, q. ; Darner,
r. h. b. ; Scheer (capt.), I. h. b. ; Martin, £. b. Manager-R.
Page.
F arm ers (Brellwood, P a.) , 52 ; Tyrone A. C. (Tyrone, Pa.), o.
Farmers-Ra lph T hompson, r. c. ; R. L. Ha rt, r. t.; J . C.
Shaner, r. g. ; Burt Mc Coy, c.; F red Myers, I. g.; James Miller,
I. L ; Cl yde Carroll , I. e. ; Grant Hilse!, q. ; F rank Weaver, r. h. b.;
L. W entzel,!. h. b. ; Carl McCoy, f. b. Tyrones-C. Woods, r. e. ;
J . Garm an, r. t.; Charl es Miller, r. g. ; R. Leahm an, c.; C. Ress ler,
I. g.; F. Ku hn, l. t. ; J. McKeissen, I. e.; L. Myers, q. ; Frank
Cohen, r. h. b. ; James TP.y!or, I. h. b. ; James Templeton, f. b.
Manager-Fra nk W eave r.
Medalli on ( Lo ~ Aniitlee, C:;i.I.) , 1~; Los Angeles, Jra. (Los
An&"elea, Cal.), o.
•
Los Angeles-Burnett Ste,·ens, r. e. ; ·waiter Roberts, r. t. ;
Bert Rober ts, r. ! · ; A. Lebrand larisino, c.; G. Finch, I. g. ; E.
Mo rri~ , I. t. ; E. R idder, I.e. ; Wi nnie Pa~e (capt.), q.; C. Macy,
r. h. b. ; W e:yne, I. h . b. ; R. A . P '4!'e and 5nyder, f. b. Los Angeles, ]rs-Martain, r. e.; Lewis, r. t. ; ?'hillips, r. g.; Hayes, c. ;
Fisher, I. g. ; D illon, I. t.; J11nn~s, I. e.; Pitts, fJ..; Smart, r. h. b.;
T hrashe r, I. h. b.; William! and Ortlepp, f. b. Manager-R. A.
Paie.

F armers ( Bellwood, 1'a.), 22 ; Second H . S. ( Altoona, P a. ) , o.
F armcrs-R. T hompson,' r. c.; R. Hart, r. t.; J. Shaner, r. g. ;
J. Miller, c. ; F . Myers, l. i;.; T. Miller, J. t.; C. V. Daniels, I. e. ;
G. Hilsie, q.; F. W eaver, r. h. b. ; L. Wentzel, l. h. b. ; C. McCoy, f. b. · Second H . S.-W. D avis r. e.; C. L mdis, r. t. ; J.
Lafferty, r. g. ; R. Crum, c. ; F. Shultz, I. g.; R. Myers, I. t.; C.
Lamb, l. e. ; J. Deeny, q.; R. Piper, r. h. b.; L. H oward, I. h. b. ;
A. McKi5sen, f. b. Man11ger-F. Weaver.
Messer' (Providence, R. 1.), 12; F. S. (Providence, R. I. ), 10.
Messer-] oseph E. Ri ley, r. e.; Thomas R. Corco ran, r. t. ;
Fred H . Otto, r. g.; Aibert P. Hayward, c.; Fred L. Wesley,
I. g. ; Bayard F ogg, I. t. ; Jo5eph Conley, I. e.; R ichard H iggins,
q. ; J ohn M. Burn s, r. h. b. ; Chester E. E ddy, I. h. b. ; Wi llie L.
Cook, f. b. F . S.-H a rry Griswold, r. e.; Fred V. Dunba r,
r. t. ; Harry IC. Gardner, r. g.; J ohn V. Brown, c.; Ralph Cook.
I. g. ; W L. Boston, J. t. ; Harold Seni or, I. e.; H arold Culbert,
q.; Ha r ry Perkham. r . h. b.; Homer Brown, l. h. b. ; Sims Jones,
£. b. Manager- Russell R. Higgim.
.
Boys of America (Ogdensburg, N. Y.), 31; Big Eleven (Ogdensburg, N . Y.), o.
Boys of America-Lar ry Locklin (capt. ) , r. e.; Lee Maverick.
r. t.; Chip Conway, r. g.; Grimesy, c. ; Dick Car r, I. g.; Dick
Dangerfield, I. t. ; Caleb Spaulding, I. e.; Little Grit, q.; Buck
Badger, r. h. b.; J oe Rockwood, I. h. b.; Dart Keenan, f . b. Bis
Eleven-\Vm. Meissner, r. c. ; F red Kruser, r. t.; M. Jemison, r,
it· ; L. Hoffman, c.; J. D uttweiler, I. g. ;Geo. Dolan, I. t. ;M. K raft.
I. e. ; A . Billi'b, q. ; J ohn Huber, r. h. b.; Chas. Layhe, I. h. b.; E. J.
Cook, f. b. Manager- Dart K eenan.

Prof. f ourmen : I am about to start in training and I will be
very thankful to you if you would kindly answer these questions
for me: I. Is one-half hour, morning and evening, sufficient
exercise? 2. Should I stop eating bread (in large quantities),
cakes, pastry, etc.? ~· Is there anything else I should stop eating? 4 Do you thmk three cups of coffee a ciay would hum
me? 5. Would fruit harm me? 6. Should I cat two or three
meals a day? 7. Should I eat meat? Hoping to see these questions in print soon, I remain,
A. CoNSTANT.
I. A half-heur exercise, morning and evening, is enlilugh.
2. Y cs; too much bread is not good, and but a little cake and
pastry should be ea ten.
4. Stop coffee altogether. It is very injurious, especially for
one who is young.
5. Fruit is very good.
6. Eat three meals a day.
7. Yes, cat meat moderate!)
Prof. F ourmen: Will you please ·forward me information as
how to secure ''Timely Hints to Tip Top Athletes;" also, as to the
prices, or if you have catalogues with full information that will
do. The books I want are "Curved Pitching and ' How to Do It,''
"Scientific Batting," "Boxing, Parts First and Second."
HARRY BANKS.
You can procure the articl es you wish by sending to Street &
Smith. You will find "Pitching and How to Do It" in 266, Boxing in 275, 276, and Batting in 270. These articles cost five cents
ap iece.
Prof. Fourmen: Would you please tell me how to get fat? I
am so thin that I am getting ashamed of myself. Here are my
meas urements: Height, 5 feet 5y,i inches; wrist, 6 inches; chest,
normal, 33 inches; expanded, 35Y, inches; right thigh, 17~
inches; left thigh, l*Y, inches; right calf, 12 inches; left calf,
n :ya inches; weight, IIO pounds, and am 16 years old. Please tell
me what to do to get fat and strong
A TIP ToP READER.
F ollow my course of "General Training for Young Athletes,"
to be found in Tip Top 2Q5. This will be most beneficial, and in
following systematic exercise your muscies will become strong
and hardened. Get plenty of sleep and good, substantial food.
Prof. Fourmen: Wculd you kindly answer a few questions for
me? I. 'What can I do for a weak ankle? 2. What can I do
to strengthen my chest and arms? 3. Will bag punching help
me in training for the track events? 4. Are milk and coffee bad
for the w:nd,
G. C. S.
r. For a weak ankle wear a rubber bandage, rise on your
toes, and rub with . a liniment after exercising. Omega oil is
good.
·
2. Use dumbbells and chest weights and the punching bag.
· 3. Yes.
4- Coffee is bad at any1 time. Milk is good, as a rule, but there
&tt exceptions.
Prof. Fourmen: I am 13 years 4 months old, and my mea!urements are: Chest, uninflated, 37 inches; inflated, 29Y, inches;
, :wa:ist, :z5 inches; right ·thigh, 17~ inches; left thigh, 17 inches;

right calf, 12 inches; left calf, 12 inches; right arm, 9)4 inches .i.
left arm, 9 inches; right forearm, 8Y, inches; left forearm, is
inches; neck, II Y, inches. I. How are my measurements? 2.
Would you plc:ase tell me at what price a rowing machine could be
obtained?
FRANK T. REITER.
r. You r measurements are good.
2. Write to A. G. Spalding & Co., Nassau street, New York
City, for information as regards machine.
Prof. Fourmen: As I am a reader of Tip Top, I take the
liberty to ask you a few ttuestions, which I hope you will answer
at the earliest possible moment. I. How are my measurements?
Age, IS; height, 5 feet 5 inches; weight, I ro pounds; biceps, 10
inches; forearm, 9 inches; calves, r2Y, inches; chest, normal, 29
inches; expanded, 31Y, inches; waist, 26Y, inches. 'What are
my weak points? 2. Are one-pound dumbbells right for me?
3. What do you consider the hardest place to play on a football
t eam ? 4. What is the best time for exercising-befor e or after
breakfast, and how long? Thanking you in advance,
BROOKS FoRD.
I. Your measurements are fair.
2. One-pound dumbbells are the things for you.
3. Quarter-back.
4. Before breakfast; half an hour is a good time to exercise.
Prof. Fourmen: Having r ead your famous Tip Top ·weekly
from No. r to the last number, I would like to receive an answer
as to my measurements. Am 17 years of age; weight, I95 pounds;
5 feet roJI, inches hi gh ; right arm, normal, Ir inches; expanded,
14Y, inches; foreann, II inches; chest, normal, 31 inches; expanded, 34 inches. I rise at 5 a. m.; retire at S p. m. Please
answer in next week's issuems to how much I should weigh and
how to exercise so as to reduce . weight. Hoping to sec answer
in next week's issue and thanking you in advance, I am,z.
A TIP TOP CRAZE.
You are overweight, an4 the 1o1nly way to reduce is to go into
training and be careful as to your diet. Avoid starchy and
1ugary iood&. Take plenty of exercise and as much as you can
in the open air. Your measurements are fair.
Prof. Fourmen: I. What is the best exercise for strengthening the muscles of the legs? 2. How are my measurements?
Age, 14; 4 feet 3 inches tall; weight, 85 2-3 pounds; my chest
measurements are 27 normal, and 30 expanded; biceps, IO inches{
arid I can liit 6o pounds. 3. Which is the better game, bas<!bal
or football?
FRANK DODGE.
I. Bicycle riding, skipping the ro.pe, and running.
2 . Your measurements are fair.
Exercise regularly to improve yourself.
3. Both have their distinctive features.
Prof. Fourmen : I have been a constant reader of Tip Top
since you began your great work in it. I am a boy of 15, 5 feet
6 inches tall; right bicep, roY, inches; left, ro)IB inches; right forearm, 9~ inches; left, 9~ inches; chest, normal, 30Y, inches; expanded, 34 inches; waist, 28Y, inches. I. What should I weigh? I
can, without training: Standing broad jump, 8 feet 4 inches;
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running bro~d jump, . 12 .feet 10 i~che~; high jump, standingi
3 feet i rµnning, 4 feet 6 inches. a. ttow are these records f
3. What muscles arc developed by bag punching? 4- Is my chest
expansion all right~ 5. Is a mile in 7 minutes good or bad
for me? I have catarrh of the nose and can't ·breathe through
it very well when running-. 6. What would you advise concerning it? You will greatly oblige an ardent admirer of your
excellent wo~ks by answering the above questions. Yours forever,
TED SMART.
l . You should weigh about 125 or 130 pounds.
2. Your records are good.
3. Arm and back muscles, as well ;is those of chest and neck.
4- Your chest exl'ansion .ls good.
s. V ery good.
6. Consult a physician.
Prof. Fourmen: Pleas~ answer the followin g questions: I
am S feet 874 inches in height, 21 years past. I would ·like to
know how to get larger muscles in my arms and legs, and my
weight is IS3 pounds, and I would like to increase in weight
about S pounds.
W. B. C.
Use chest weights, one-pound dumbbells and bag punching
for your arms, and bicycle riqing, running and skipping the rope
for your legs. You will increase your wei$'ht as your miiscles
improve.
Prof. Fourmen: I have just begun to read Tip Top and your
notes. I was rs last week and am S feet 8 inches tall and weigh
about 130. Do you think I am too tall? I would like to be an
athlete, but have had no practice. ram sorry to say I have
never played baseball, etc., but I can run fast and jum?. higher
than my friends. Please give me advice through 1 ip Top.
Yours truly,
,
·
A. B. C.
You are tall for your age, but if you go into a course of traiping and follow it carefully you will find that your weight will
correspond, and you will become an aspirant to · the athletic;
field. Play baseball if you can; it is &"OOd exercise.
Prof. Fotirmen: I have been a reader of Tip T@p. Weekly for
four years, and I )lave aken quite an intere~t in physical culture,
nnd I will try to make myself more of an athlete'-tha,t is, a
would-be one. I have not h'ad much chance in training, because
I have worked since I was 12, but now I wi\l start in. fly
records now are in standing broad jump, 8 feet 2 inches; running hi gh jump, S fe et. My measurements are as follows : Age,
18 years 6 months; weight, 140 pounds; height, 5. feet 4~ inches ;
chest, normal, 32 inches; expanded, 36 inches; waist, 29 inches;
neck, ·rs~ inches; right biceps, 14Y, inches~ right forearm, 12 inches; left forearm, 12 inches; feft bicep,
14!4 inches; wrist&, · iH inches; right t~igh, 21 Y, inche&;
right calf, rs inc11es; left thigh, 21 y, ~nches; left calf,
1sr8 inches. l. How are my measurements? · 2. Which
do not correspond P 3. How ant I to improve them?.
Bow
arc my records? 'I will close " how, · with my best wishes to
Prof. Fourmen and Tip Top, hoping to see this in print. Yours
truly
A WouLD-BE ATHLETE.
r. Your measurements are gooJ.
2. The proportion~ are about the average.
3. Follow my course of general training, to be found in Tip
Top No. 26s. · ··
•
4. Your records are fair, and I especially commend you· in
view of the fact that you have had so little opportunity. to improve your athletlc abilities. However, keep it up and you will
have ~ood result~.
·

+

Prof. Fourmen : · As I have read y~ur W cekly for over two
years, I' thought 1 would ask you a few questions : How are my
proportions for a hor of my a.s-e? ~ am 16 years 1I months
old; am 5 feet 7~ mches tall and weigh 154 p0tJl)ds. Neck,
1~ ineh~; chett. 11ninflatcd, 35 inc.1les; inflated, 31> inches.;
biceps, 12~ ar.1d 12 inches; forear~s, ll ~ and 11 inches; wai~t1
3::1· inches; thighs, 21'4 1md !It rneliei;; P&w~ . J~~ an 15~
inches. I am a lover of all outdoor sports, and I will give a few
of iny records, In skating I ean jumv. 15 feet i iHehet. I can put
a ·large sack of fl.our over my head with my rtght arm; can vault
8 {eetJ inehcs: my broad jump is IS feet 2 inchea. J. play tennis,
baub l end f,eo\ball oµ &u.r .high. achofll team. Io ba..W.11.- ~
batting average i$ .562 pet' cent., and stand iecond in fi:cldin&: I

would like t6 ask one question in particular, for in 0tsr second
foll>tball game I hurt my right thigh in some way, and It pains
me very much when I kick the ball, and when I wake up in tho
morning it bothers me some. Will you please tell me what ls a
good remedy for this, for I do the kicking for our team. I take
a regular course in the gymnasium, and some day I intend to play
on the 'varsity of our State Univcr$ity. Thanking you in advance, I remain, sincerely yours,
A LciVER OF ATHLETICS.
I. Your proportions .a re good.
2. Your records are good.
3. For the pain in your thigh use lead and opium wash.
Prof. Founnen: As I am an admirer of your Physical Culture
Department, J wish to ask a few questions. I exercise from 30
to 4S minutes every evening, after working ten hours in a tin
shop, but I don't notice much 'improvement. Do you think I
should get more outdoor exercise? I am I~ years\ 6 months old,
S feet 8 ~ inches tall, and weigh 142 pounds. Is that all right?
My measurements are as follows: Right arm, 10Y, inches; left
arm, 10Ya inehes; ri~ht forearm, ro7t inches; left forearm, IO~
inches; chest, normal, 32Y, inches ; expa\:iied, 37~ inches; waist,
29 inches; right thigh, 20Y, inches ; left thigh, 20 inches; ris-ht
calf, I4Y<I inches ; left calf, 1474 inches. I exercise with 3-pound
dumbbell:;, 2-pound clubs, and &,1'1 exerciser. Please an~we r these
questions, and oblige,
F. E. G.
I . You need more outdoor exercise, and by all means get it.
2. Your exercises are good.
3. Use I-pound clubs and bells.
Prof. Fourmen: I have never taken a complete course of
training or exercise. I would like to become an athlete. I ride
bicycle, row a boat, run, play ball and climb hills a good deal.
Do you think that good exercise? Herc are my niea:mrements :
Agi;, I7; height, S feet 7 inches; weight, 129 pounds; right arm,
10Y, inches; right forearm, ro inches; left ann, roy.( inches; left
forearm, 9~ inches; left thigh, r8~ inches ; right thi~h, 19
inches; left calf, I2Y<( inches; right calf, 12Y, inches; chest, uninflated, 30Y, inches; chest, inf!atet!, 32~ inches; waist, 30 inche:;.
Are my measurements good?
SMITH:.
I. Your exercise& are {il{ccllent.
·
2. Your measurementi are fair.

Wu

Prof. Fourmen: I \lave been reading The Tip Top Weekly
for a lonr time. I think it ~rand, I am: I4 years old, 5 feet 3
inches tall. My wei~ht is 120 pounds. I am going to enter my
football team as soon as I ~et the coupons.,
am going to try
and win. Yours respectfully,
F1tED PLAHN . .
Your weight is proportionate to your age.
That's right; get your team in to win. '
Prof. Fourmen: Being a stead:r reader of Tip Top, I take the
liberty of asking you a few questions, which I hope will b~
answered in Tip Top. I am 15 years 6 months old, and am only
4 feet 8 ini.:hes m height. I do not smoke, but drink a little weak
coffee every . morning. I take as much exercise as the average
of' boys and am quite healthy. I work every afternoon lifting and
haul ing, but I do not think that the cause of my not growing. If
you could only give me some advice o.n this su~ject I should be
very ~rateful. Hoping to see this in print, I remain, yours respectflJlly,
·
A TIP TGP READE~.
The best thing for you tq do is to follow ~ systematic course
of training. This ought to hell) you greatly.
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Foot Ball Contest
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To decide the Scholas tic and Amateur Club Ch.ampio.nship of America.
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Regular Rugbv Foot Balls Awarded as Prizes
to the Fifty Teams prcsentinr; the best scores at the end of the season.
o~e of the winning teams will receive

!

Magnificent
::++ I\,emefn
b er
'D

°"'

i

That TIP TOP awarded a s the prize in last y ear's Foot Ball Contest :
the Complete Foot Ball Ou tfit for One Entire Team.
That TIP TOP award ed as prizes in this year's Baseball Tournament
i
Four Complete Baseball Outfits for Four Entire Teams.

Greater Opportunities!

Better Chan ces

BALLS- 550

in the

•

i+:
+

+

More Winners!

+

• t•
Dtree tons

For making out Sco'\-e Coupons: The m ann ger of e ach com pe ting tea m a fter eve ry ga me s h o u ld write
t he names of his player s 111 th e le ft h nn d colu mn o f cou pon in s uch a mann er th a t tbe p osi tion of the
r espective pla yers are indicated b y the letters in the m iddle col u m n. Be should t he n w rik t h e n ames of
his oppon e nt's team in the rig h t b an d column. I n case score coupons of m ore t ha n one game a re to b e s ent in at t h e same tin te, onl y the co u pon
of t h e rirst ga1ue shou ld ha'\·e t he n ames of the mnnager 's teanl. I n the le ft hand column o f th e re main ing cou pons, t he mnuage r sho uld w rite
"Reg u lar T e a m .'' Be sure to give t he name, town and State of both team s.
~se
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Sco re Coupon £or TIP TOP FOOT BALL CONTEST.
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>
p on 't let this splend id opportu nity .slip through you r fivgers. Ge t you r te am In t rim a t o nce and get
xi·
1u your coupons for every game dur111 g t he sea!'on.
Tho•e t eoms_b8'\·iug the best sco:es at t he close of the Seas?~ will be declared the wi n ners. T he team.h avi ng t h e best re.cord will be declared
TH E T IP TOP ~ti A nP I O N S HIP T b AM OF 190 2, and 1u addition to re~lar pnze will ~ece1ve- An All Stlk Penna nt-b.can n g t h e lege ucl w h ich
a n nounces-Their Cham pionship. All Officia l Scores wi ll b"'published 1ll Ti p Top Weekl y . The con test wi ll be decided o n the scores p u blis h e d
in T ip Top. Do n 't miSs a single ga me ! A cou pon for every g ame!
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Get aboard w hen the first w h istle blows a nd keep your places till you land some of the :
:
great crop of Footballs.

Now's Your Ti'm•e Managers!
+
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Splendid. Opportunities !

Prizes !

FOOT
That TIP TOP n e w Offers 550-RUO B Y
Secon d Ann ual TIP TOP F oot Ball Contest .

This time th an ever before.

+
+
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T j e Greatest Prize Offer Ever M a de in the U nited States for a ny .Athletic Contest.
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SEND FOR THEM.
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Tip Top Prize· Gallery
~econd

A·nnual
Pbotoeral>hic
Conte~t

'tl'

Prize Photogral>h No. I I

~

.H Full

PHOT06RAPHIC
OUTFIT
OIVEN
" The Victor "

CO~E

a~

a PRIZE

for the Best Amateur Til> Toi>
Photogral>b of Any Athletic
lvent or Athletic Team •••••

ON, 801'8! OET YOUR

"Waiting for tbe Signal"

CA~ERA8

-AT WORK

If you want a Fine and Complete Photographic Outfit, here is your chance.
All you
have to do is to get a good, clear picture of any of the following subjects : : :

Prize Photogral>b No. 12

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

1 O.
11.
12.
13.
·14,

A Baseball Game
A Basketball Game
A High Jump
A Hurdle Race
A Pole Vault
A Swimming natch
A Shot Put
A Hammer Throw
An Athletic Team
An Athlete
A Bicycle Race
A Wrestling natch
An Ice Hockey Game
A Skating natch

Prize Pbotoeral>b No. 13

ALSO SEND A DESCRIPTION OF
WHAT THE PICTURE REPRESENTS
Pri ze Ph o tog r a phs Nos. 10, 11, 1 2 a nd 13 were
e nte r e d in t h e Contes t b y Harry Moetzel,
Des l\1oines, lo,va.

OUR ARTIST WILL ACT AS
JUDGE IN THE CONTEST

" Ready to Line It Oot "

The Best Photograph
Wins the Prize===

" Ao lasy Catch "

Breka-Co--ax-Co-ax

YALE!
. . Get into the . .

TIP TOP
FOOT-BALL
CONTEST
Go in to Win
BR.EKA-CO- AX- CO- A X

YALE!
. . Get into .the . .

TIP TOP
FOOT-BALL
CONTEST.
( SEE PAOE J2.)

The chance of a life·
time! You won't let
it slip if you're primed
to the brim with
BR.EKA-C;O- AX-CO-AX

